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OES ANYONE ELSE REMEMber the Little Caesars Pizza
commercials from the 1980s?
In the commercial, a Boy Scout leader
shows up at Little Caesars and asks for
one pizza, and the Little Caesars salesperson yells out, “pizza, pizza.” The Boy
Scout leader (or whatever customer was
featured in each segment, of which
there were several) says, “Well, if I’m
getting two pizzas, I’m paying for two
pizzas.” The salesperson explains that
they have a “pizza pizza” deal and for
every pizza you pay for, you get twice
the amount. The argument goes on
until the leader has agreed to get a massive amount of “pizza-pizzas.”
Well, I couldn’t help but recall this
commercial when I was doing interviews for the mobile article on page 32.
You’ll see that Alan Maupin of RiteWay Auto Glass in Louisville, Ky., told
me that he thinks the auto glass industry has become a “pizza-type” industry.
“Customers think they can call you and
you’ll be there in 30 minutes,” he said.
And he’s right, unfortunately. In
today’s world, customers are impatient
and don’t want to wait for anything. I
have to admit, I’m always a little surprised when I’m making calls for the
“Price Points” department (see page 20)
and a customer service representative
asks if they can call me back with a
price. Even I find myself being a little
impatient.
Recently a popular topic on our online forum has been a similar one related to distributors. At least one
industry supplier has decided its representatives will no longer look prices
up for shops.
With time struggles even occurring
within the industry’s supply chain, un-
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fortunately it seems it’s only going to
get worse. If you read the interview
with Auto Windscreens’ managing director Nigel Davies on page 42, you’ll
see that he calls auto glass “a distress
purchase”—and finds that, though the
company has released an innovative
mobile phone app for requesting auto
glass repair and replacement, most
customers simply make the call—because they are in a hurry.
Another interviewee for the mobile
article told me he often texts customers
because they’re in such a hurry that
they can’t be bothered to answer the
phone. Meanwhile, insurers are placing
new demands on the industry, too—as
you’ll see in the article about Allstate’s
new dealer glass policy on page 18.
Sadly, it seems the pressure on an already-tough industry is only growing—
and I don’t think any of us is sure if and
when it will end. But there is hope. An
industry event is coming up that will
hopefully address many of these questions—and give you a chance to talk directly with one another about how to
handle customer issues, insurer challenges and more. You can read all
about this event, Auto Glass Week™,
on page 21 of this issue, where we’ve
included a full guide to the week, September 15-17 in Memphis, Tenn.
I look forward to seeing you there,
and hearing about your own daily issues and struggles—and learning tips
from our innovative speaker line-up
about how to work through these. See
you in September.
P.S. Is anyone else craving Little
Caesars?
■

◗
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Cutting Edge

new car installations

2011 Volkswagen Tiguan
by Jamie Browning
GETTING STARTED:

will leave the wiper park position in
For vehicle and glass prepara- two alternating positions. You must
tions please refer to AGRSS/ANSI note the position of the wipers before
002-2002 as well as your adhe- removing. Volkswagen specifies that
sive manufacturer’s recom- the driver’s side wiper must be 10 mm
mendations. Inspect the windshield for above the lower edge of the windshield
defects and any contamination that may compromise the bonding
of the adhesive. Also
look for any distortion,
scratches or defects on
the glass or moulding. If
the vehicle is equipped
with an electrochromic
mirror or rain sensor,
make sure the ignition is 2011 Volkswagen Tiguan
off. Using a plastic trim
removal tool, operate the locking fin- at the tip of the wiper and 17.5 mm on
ger on the right side of the mirror cover the passenger’s side at the tip when in
in the middle. Unplug the wiring har- the lower position. Remove the wiper
ness and slide the mirror downward nut covers and the wiper nuts. Use a
toward the dash panel. To remove the suitable puller to remove the wiper
A-pillar covers, if needed, pull the arms and set them aside.
To remove the cowl panel, remove
cover in the area where it says “airbag”
toward the interior of the car. Next, cut the entire length of the rubber seal
the clip at the top. Gently detach the across the bottom and remove the
remaining clips and remove the cover mounting clamps that secure the cowl.
Carefully remove the left and right cowl
from the A-pillar.
Move to the exterior of the vehicle panels starting in the middle and
and note the exact location of the left working outward.
and right drip rails so they can be reinstalled back to the factory location. Start
REMOVING
by gently prying with a plastic tool at the
THE WINDSHIELD:
top working toward the bottom until the
For the sides and top of the
drip rail is completely removed.
windshield, a cold knife or
The wiper removal can be very troupower tool can be used as
blesome and should be done carefully. well as wire. For the bottom, a power tool
The alternating park position function or wire can be used.

REPORTS FROM THE FIELD:
Always follow the AGRSS Standard and wear eye, hand and wrist protection
while working on the vehicle. Inform the vehicle owner of the cure time and
any other additional precautions before installation.

6
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PREPARING FOR
THE NEW WINDSHIELD:
Trim the existing urethane bead, leaving it 1 to 2
millimeters in height. Use
your adhesive manufacturer’s pinchweld primer to prime all scratches, if
any exist, and allow it to dry according
to your adhesive manufacturer’s recommendations.

PLACEMENT OF THE
NEW WINDSHIELD:
Dry-fit the new windshield and mark it properly
to ensure the correct setting
procedure. Prepare the windshield according to your adhesive manufacturer’s
recommendations, and then apply the
adhesive and install the windshield.
Make sure the deck height is correct and
the markings on the windshield line up
with those on the body that were applied
during the dry set.

FINISHING TOUCHES:
Install the cowl, wipers and
mirror in reverse order from
removal and torque the wiper
nuts to 20 Newton meters (15
foot pounds). Be sure to check the rain
sensor and wiper operation before returning the vehicle to the owner. Check
for any leaks and be sure to inform the
vehicle owner of the safe drive-away
time, according to your adhesive manufacturer’s instructions. Also be sure to
record all lot numbers from the adhesive,
VIN number and primers, as well as the
DOT number from the windshield.
■
Jamie Browning was the winner of the
2009 Pilkington Clear Advantage Auto
Glass Technician Olympics.
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Supply Chain Dynamics
inside distribution

dino.lanno@safelite.com

“On-Demand” Service Issues
by Dino Lanno

R

UNNING A SUPPLY CHAIN IS
a costly endeavor in today’s
auto glass replacement market. The American public has increased its demand for service not
only from a quality perspective, but
more importantly, a time perspective.
But with more than 8,000 actively
sold glass parts to service the vehicles
driving around on American roads,
having the right part in the right
place at the right time can be tricky.
In fact, delivering any vehicle glass
part at a moment’s notice and having
it in the hands of a technician in a
matter of hours to resolve a customer’s broken or damaged vehicle is
quite an accomplishment.
This “on-demand” or immediate
shipping to service customers’ needs
requires on-shelf availability, but unfortunately that comes with a cost.
The way the auto glass replacement
business suffers from high returns
causes additional costs pressures.

amenities available, including rain
sensors, heating strips and so on.
A typical situation is that there has
been a breakdown between customer
and retailer or retailer and distributor
that is not known until the vehicle
shows up at the shop, and the problem is identified and “on-demand”

8
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as internal picking receiving and storing labor hours.
Another hidden cost in the auto glass
supply chain includes defects and broken glass. Every time laminated glass is
handled manually, you lose about a half
of a percentage point in breakage as a
rule of thumb. So when a glass part
leaves a distributor and is loaded onto a
truck, delivered and unloaded, and then
a return happens, that increases the risk.
The return causes three additional
touch points that add breakage and
scrap—pick up, transport and restock.

“By the time a
technician is
ready to install
glass, the supply
chain has invested
Reducing Issues
the maximum
Amidst all these issues, there are ways
a m o u n t o f e x p e n s e to reduce mis-specified parts and ret o g e t t h e g l a s s t o turns. For instance, shops can identify
common mis-specified parts and add
that point.”

service is required. While some simply
see it as a cost of doing business, the
reality is that in today’s competitive
marketplace, this waste erodes profit
margins quickly for distributors who
rely heavily on efficient supply chains
Rising Returns
Consider for a moment the cost im- to make a profit.
plications of returns on the supply
chain. By the time a technician is ready Additional Expense
to install glass, the supply chain has inLet’s examine the root of those advested the maximum amount of ex- ditional expenses. First, distributor
pense to get the glass to that point. supply chains have to be larger to
Unfortunately, jobs are canceled for a handle return percentages. There are
variety of reasons, in which case the markets in the United States that opproduct must be returned. Those re- erate at 20 percent returns and some
turns can add up to 20 percent of addi- that operate at one percent. If a distional supply chain costs.
tributor sells 100,000 units in a market
The most common reason for a re- that has an average of 20 percent, it
turn is a mis-specified part. Frequently needs to size its staff and physical incustomers provide the wrong vehicle ventory and space to handle 120,000
information when making the ap- outshipment units. That is a lot of
pointment; this happens now more wasted fuel, warehouse rent and utilthan ever considering the many ities, and driving labor hours, as well

>I

qualifying questions for the customer to
confirm the right part is selected. For example, on the aforementioned Honda
Odyssey, you could ask the car owner if
his mirror dims automatically when
bright headlamps approach the vehicle
from the rear.
In our business, the supply chain
has a multitude of customers that include car owners, shop owners, and
technicians. Along the value chain,
customers’ behaviors and actions
can add costs in an impactful way. In
the spirit of efficiency and valueadded service, there is increasing
pressure on today’s auto glass supply
chain to operate effectively and
profitably. As customers’ demands
evolve, so must the auto glass supply
chain of tomorrow.
■
Dino Lanno is senior vice president of
supply chain and manufacturing for the
Safelite Group in Columbus, Ohio.
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Customer Service
tips for quality service

tompkins.carl@sikacorp.com

The Value of Listening
b y C a r l To m p k i n s

T

HE NUMBER-ONE ATTRIBUTE
cellent selling is effective listening. Customers have great stories to tell, loaded with their desires
and needs, and the only way to learn
how to best meet these is through active listening. However, I’ve found over
the years that many of the most experienced salespeople have poor listening skills.

Becoming an
Accomplished Listener
Why do people fail in the listening
category? The leading answer is the professional ego. Many feel the urge to lead
conversations, deliver presentations
and pitches, set the social initiative, and
tell the customer what is in their best interest to buy. After all, who better to
know what’s in the customer’s best interest than the salesperson, who is
loaded with experience and knowledge?
Another reason is that 50 percent of
our population is made up of people with
“driver” and “expressive” personality
types who have grown to be most comfortable in being “tell-assertive.” These
types of people usually are on the offense,
speaking first and listening second.
Being impatient also contributes to
poor listening skills. Concentrating on
the sale rather than establishing a partnership creates another stumbling block.
The list goes on and can be quite lengthy.
So, what is required to become an
accomplished listener? First off is the
right attitude and belief, built on the
premise that you are far less important
than the customer and that your job is
to focus on the customer—not your
quota. When you establish and maintain this position, you gain customers’
trust, because they will feel you have

10
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their best interests at heart. This can be
demonstrated by something as simple
as letting the customer dominate the
conversation and win in the delivery of
the best story. I cannot begin to tell you
how many times I’ve witnessed people
nodding along to a customer’s story,
never hearing half of what is being said.
Instead, these salespeople can hardly
wait for the customer to finish so they
can come back with their own stories.
One of the best tools to use to reach
these percentages is to use “high-gainquestions” when conversing. These are
questions worded in a manner that
make a customer really think and provide an expanded answer that cannot
be answered “yes” or “no.”

own story. Carl took notes, listened,
and provided a lot of non-verbal reinforcement with appropriate nods and
gestures of interest. The most interesting part of this story came when Pat
said, “Carl, this is the best sales call in
which I’ve ever been involved!” Carl
asked why and Pat replied simply, “Because I’m the one that got to do the
talking.” Carl received Pat’s first order
the following morning.
Taking notes while listening also is
important: it reinforces your ability to
accurately restate all the information
that was learned. Such complete and
accurate summaries, following a customer discussion, are the best method
to prove your interest in the customer

“I cannot begin to tell you
how many times I’ve witnessed
people nodding along to a
c u s t o m e r ’ s s t o r y, n e v e r h e a r i n g
half of what is being said.”
“If you could design the best way to
permanently fix this problem, what
would it be?” Don’t overlook the power
of high-gain questions.
A related story worth repeating is the
one involving the late, great salesperson, Carl Overstreet, who lived and
worked years ago in Richmond, Va.
Prior to making a sales call on a large,
target account, he spent time planning
one high-gain question to the retail
glass shop owner with whom he was
meeting. Carl asked the shop owner the
following question: “Pat, I’m interested
to learn what goals you’ve set for your
business this year and how I can help
you reach them.” Pat then took off and
spent 20 minutes answering with his

>I

and in helping to solve their problems.
Have you ever been introduced to
someone who forgot your name within
30 seconds? What impression does this
create?
While I’ve focused on the outside
customer, don’t forget that management can benefit greatly from use of
these skills with their inside customers
(their employees), too. Managers who
work within a vacuum and fail to incorporate the advice of employees end up
very lonely and without a business. ■
Carl Tompkins is the global marketing
resources manager for Sika Corp. in
Madison Heights, Mich. He is based in
Spokane, Wash.
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AGR Reports

breaking news
powered by

COMPANY NEWS

Coast to Coast Exits
Auto Glass Business

C

OAST TO COAST AUTO GLASS HAS CEASED
doing business in the auto glass industry, according
to spokesperson Jigna Patel.
“Coast to Coast is no longer in the auto glass business,”
said Patel in an interview with AGRR™ magazine in early
May. Patel served as corporate counsel for the company and
also works with a Foothill Ranch, Calif.-based company
called Innovage.
Patel declined to comment further on the company’s status
or what led to the exit from the auto glass business.
According to DNS Auto Glass Shop and Auto Glass Shop LLC
president Jeff Searles, his company has purchased some of
Coast to Coast’s assets and hired some of its former employees. However, he says the companies have no other affiliation.
“After Coast to Coast went out of business, we did acquire a fleet of vehicles from them and some smaller, minor
assets,” says Searles. “Additionally, we have hired some employees who had prior work history with Coast to Coast, but
that has been the extent of our interaction.”
Just before Patel confirmed that the Coast to Coast had
exited the auto glass business, the company reached a
settlement with a former New York-based installer, Raymond Nelson Mejia, who filed suit against the company

“Coast to Coast is no longer
in the auto glass business.”
— J i g n a Pa t e l
in November seeking overtime pay, according to court
documents. Though terms of the settlement were not disclosed, Mejia had alleged that, as an installer for the company, he regularly worked more than 40 hours per week
in a nonexempt position, but that Coast to Coast “refused
to pay him time and a half for overtime, often paying him
on a ‘piece rate’ basis with no additional premiums for
overtime work performed.” Mejia also claimed that he
worked a shift of more than six hours extending over the
noon day meal timeframe and that the company “failed
to provide [him] at least thirty minutes for the noon
day meal.”

Sun Capital Affiliate Buys
Binswanger ACI Assets at Auction
American Glass Enterprises was approved as the top bidder in the purchase of the assets of Vitro America LLC and
three other indirect Vitro subsidiaries, including Binswanger Glass and ACI, through an auction in early June in

DISTRIBUTION NEWS
AG Distributors Sells Inventory to Mr. Windshield
AG Distributors has sold the last of its inventory to Mr. Windshield, which has locations in both Lewiston and Moscow, Idaho.
The Boise, Idaho-based company had closed its doors last
August, according to co-owner Steve Theisen, prior to the
recent inventory sale.
“The pressure got to be too much,” says Theisen of the
company’s exit from the business. “We were the little guy
trying to compete against the big guys.”
Theisen and his partner, Moe Stark, opened the company
in 2001, and later added locations in Salt Lake City and
Spokane, Wash., but closed both of those in the three years
prior to its final closure.
“The Pilkingtons and PPGs of the world kept pushing on
price and [we] really couldn’t compete on price,” says Theisen.
The company initially held an auction in February, but
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had 8,000 units of glass remaining, which were sold to Mr.
Windshield.
Theisen offered the following advice for independent shops
working against some of the same pressures he fought against.
“Find a niche and run things tightly,” he says. “If we had
been running things tighter before the economy turned on
us, we’d probably still be in business. We just didn’t go into
the downturn with any reserves. We had three locations
within less than three years but we didn’t have any time to
get those locations rooted before the economy turned.”
While Mr. Windshield acquired the majority of the company’s assets, Theisen and Stark retained the rights to the AG
Distributors Name and the business itself. However, Theisen
says he doesn’t anticipate a return to the auto glass
business.
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Dallas. The company’s bid was approximately $61 million,
according to court documents, and the deal was completed
on June 17.
American Glass Enterprises is an affiliate of Sun Capital.

Belron Canada Opens Distribution
Center in Airdrie, Canada
Belron Canada recently opened a new distribution center in Airdrie, Canada, and Safelite sent out its first shipment of auto glass from the facility in March 2011. The
facility will serve the western half of Canada and the Pacific
Northwest region of the United States.
Company officials say the new distribution center is approximately 100,000 square feet and carries about 90,000
units of inventory covering roughly 9,000 SKUs. The Airdrie
distribution center also is the first facility at which the
company has implemented parent company Belron’s
global warehouse management system, designed to automate inventory control and operational functions within
the facility.
In addition, Safelite recently opened new retail operations in Sandy, Utah, and Baytown, Texas.

Tornado Destroys Kryger Glass
Distribution Center in Joplin, Mo.
A tornado ripped through the town of Joplin, Mo., in late
May, destroying Kryger
Before
Glass’s distribution center
and fleet there, according
to a statement from company president Bill Kryger.
The company’s headquarters in Kansas City,
Mo., is about three hours
away and was unaffected
After
by the tornado.
“Kryger Glass is a
strong company and we
will survive this,” adds
Kryger. “We ask for our
customers’ support and
loyalty as we go through
this crisis.”
■
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AGRSS® News

the latest in safety

EDUCATION NEWS

AGRSS® Council Releases
Four New Webinars

S

EVERAL NEW WEBINARS ARE
now available on the Auto Glass
Replacement Safety Standards
(AGRSS) Council’s website, www.agrss.org.
A webinar entitled “What We Have
Learned from the AGRSS Validations”
features a presentation by education
committee chair Dale Malcolm of Dow
Automotive Systems’ aftermarket division, accreditation committee chair Jean
Pero of Mygrant Glass, Glasspro’s Jeff
Olive, and Penny Ouellette of Orion Registrar Corp. The four provided a presentation during last year’s annual
International Auto Glass Safety (AGRSS)
Conference about what has been
learned through the most recent rounds

istered logo into regisof validations, and sestered shops’ marketsion highlights are ining plans.
cluded in the webinar.
Lastly, a webinar
The webinar “Auto
entitled
“Lessons
Safety from an InLearned from Thirdsider” features Ben
Party Validations” feaKelley of the Center for
tures three auto glass
Auto Safety in Washington, D.C., with a Guardian’s Gene Nichols is industry representadiscussion of automo- featured in one of the tives whose compative safety trends, col- webinars, “Lessons Learned nies have undergone
lision fatality statistics from Third-Party Validations.” validations discussing
the ins and outs of the
and the role auto glass
program. The webinar offers a look at
plays in a vehicle’s safety equation.
“Marketing AGRSS” is a webinar de- what they learned and what they wish
signed to provide ideas for incorporating they’d known before their validations.
the AGRSS Standard and the AGRSS-reg- ❙❙➤ www.agrss.org

EVENT NEWS
AGRSS® Council Prepares for Auto Glass Week™, Annual Auction
The Automotive Glass Replacement
Safety Standards (AGRSS) Council Inc.
has begun planning its annual charity
auction, which will be held on Thursday,
September 15, as part of the inaugural
Auto Glass Week™ event in Memphis,

Tenn. (see related story on page 21).
Those who wish to donate items to
the auction, which in the past has included popular items such as sports
tickets, iPods, and the popular fishing
trip with Sika’s Carl Tompkins, may do

Popular past auction items have included professional sports tickets,
iPods and more.
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so by emailing Jean Pero of Mygrant
Glass, who chairs the annual event, at
jeanmygrantglass@comcast.net.
The annual AGRSS Conference will be
part of Auto Glass Week this year.
Auto Glass Week will bring together
all of the major auto glass groups, including the Auto Glass Replacement
Safety Standards Council (AGRSS), Independent Glass Association (IGA), National Glass Association (NGA), and the
National Windshield Repair Association
(NWRA), along with AGRR™ magazine’s
Pilkington Clear Advantage Auto Glass
Technician Olympics and Walt Gorman
Memorial Windshield Repair Olympics.
The International Window Film Tint-Off
and Conference™ also will be held concurrently. The event is managed by
AGRR magazine.
Pre-registration runs through
September 2.
❙❙➤ www.autoglassweek.com
■
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D-9000
D-9000
High modulus - Nonconductive Urethane Adhesive
• OEM approved

• Cold applied

• Excellent decking

• High viscosity

• 1h Safe drive away

• Solvent free

(w/dual airbags) all temperatures

DINOL
866-596-7772

Cobalt Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2011
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Around the World

international issues

ASSOCIATION NEWS

Irish Auto Glass Association Works to
Resolve Issues Created by “Inspections”

J

UST AS THE NORTH AMERICAN
auto glass industry has begun to
see more and more insurers requiring “inspections” prior to authorizing auto glass work, Irish auto glass
shops are seeing the same, according
to Kevin Ryan of the Irish Automotive
Glass Repairers Association (IAGRA).
“Insurance companies started the
inspection process in the last year or
so,” says Ryan.
Ryan’s association currently is working with the Ireland Road Safety Authority (RSA) on how auto glass businesses

scratch
removal

are affected by the inspections. The association’s main argument against the
inspections has focused on safety.
“[The RSA is] in agreement with our
view that driving a vehicle which has a
visual impediment and is a potential
danger to the public is not acceptable,”
says Ryan. “Neither would they condone any measures, even if legitimate,
which contribute to posing a potential
danger to the safety of motorists and
the general public.”
Laws that prohibit driving with a
broken windshield also should come

into play, suggests Ryan.
“We respect the insurer’s right to inspect the vehicle but those inspections
are taking so long that drivers are driving around with a broken windshield,”
he says. “It’s illegal in Ireland to drive
with a broken windshield.”
According to Ryan, RSA has issued a
statement to him agreeing with this
claim, and he provided this statement
to AGRR™ magazine: “The Road Safety
Authority and An Garda Siochana (the
Irish Police Force) are very clear in that
a vehicle with defective glass will not

headlight restoration

windshield repair

800.321.2597
www.glasweld.com
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pass its roadworthiness test and that
any driver using such a vehicle on the
public road is liable for prosecution
under the road traffic legislation.”
Ryan expects the RSA to take the
issue to the Irish Insurance Federation, in hopes of changing the inspection policy. He believes that liability
also could be an issue for example, if a
customer was required to have an inspection, and, while awaiting the inspection, was involved in an accident.
“If a client has to leave my shop with
a broken windscreen, what happens if
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they have an accident?” he asks.
Steering also is a concern, Ryan says.
“The people carrying out the inspections happen to be the approved
repairers, so what will happen is by coincidence the approved repairer would
have that windshield on their vehicle,”
says Ryan.
Ryan has closely followed the U.S. inspections, too—and says he thinks this
could be a worldwide problem (see related story in May/June AGRR, page 26).
“The issues of vehicle windscreen
inspections now seem to be part of a
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global initiative by insurers to ensure
their recommended repairers can secure the work,” he says.
The IAGRA also is pushing for a renewed use of digital photography to
prove that damage exists.
“Back in 2004 and 2005, some of the
insurers in Ireland were subscribing to
digital photography and it was accepted
by some insurers and then they rejected
it later on,” says Ryan. “There was no
other reason for not wanting it. We put it
in place to make sure fraud wasn’t taking place in the marketplace.”
■
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talk

policy briefs

POLICIES

Auto Glass Industry Reacts to Allstate’s
Dealer Glass Parts Pricing Revision

A

Many shop owners have expressed fear about what this
LLSTATE RECENTLY ANNOUNCED THAT IT IS
changing the amount it will pay for dealer glass new policy may do to business.
“It’s just one more thing where we are losing a little bit
parts and will now reimburse only 90 percent of the
more money,” says Jerry
dealer list price for these
“Dealer glass parts and
Mauldin, president of
parts. In addition, company
Mauldin’s Auto Glass in
officials say that, based on
related costs must be
Gainesville, Fla.
this new rule, the insurer will
authorized in advance of
“The insurance companot authorize shops to collect or require any addi- i n s t a l l a t i o n b y c o n t a c t i n g a n d nies are squeezing us,”
tional amount from Allstate o b t a i n i n g s u c h a u t h o r i z a t i o n adds John Kachnik of Fox
Valley Glass in St. Charles,
policyholders, other than
from our program
Ill., a Chicago suburb. “I’ve
the insured’s deductible, in
the case of dealer (or OE) a d m i n i s t r a t o r, LY N X S e r v i c e s . ” got an OEM glass that a
glass parts.
— A l l s t a t e p o l i c y customer wants, and I look
at that 10 percent margin
“Dealer glass parts and related costs must be authorized in advance of installation by … We assume all the liability [for the job]. The dealer’s not
contacting and obtaining such authorization from our pro- going to help us out.”
While Allstate has announced the new policy publicly, it
gram administrator, LYNX Services,” writes the company.

LEGAL NEWS
New York Auto Glass Shop Owner Files Suit Against 14 Insurers
David Harner, owner of Auto Glass of Westchester Windshield Doctor, has filed a suit against 14 different insurers,
along with two third-party glass claims administrators
(TPAs) and their owners alleging breach of contract, fraud,
unfair claims settlement practices, restraint of trade, antitrust, and coercion, among other charges. The suit originally was filed in the New York Supreme Court, but was
moved shortly after filing to a federal district court.
Harner names a number of insurers in the complaint, including Allstate, GEICO, Hanover, Travelers and others,
along with their TPAs, Safelite and LYNX Services. In addition, Harner names Safelite parent Belron US and LYNX parent company Pittsburgh Glass Works (PGW) in the suit.
Harner alleges that “all the defendants actions, individually, combined, and in concert, are unreasonable
under the circumstances, [and] have denied [him] the
right to earn income, his ability to create a sound business reputation, and have denied him his right to continue to operate his business without interference, in a
free, unfettered, and profitable manner, within the framework of the law.”
He further claims that the TPAs noted “together, through
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planning and foresight, have
created a contract an/or combination and/or conspiracy in
the form of trust or otherwise,
amongst and between those
defendant insurers, by using
the defendant PGW and/or
the defendant LYNX, or the
defendant Belron and/or the
defendant Safelite, as intermediaries in an attempt to restrain trade or commerce, and to enforce a mandate to
set and/or fix and/or stabilize prices, and/or to restrain
trade, and/or whereby a monopoly is or may be established
or maintained … ”
Harner is seeking $2 million in injunctive relief, along with
court costs and attorneys’ fees.
The complaint notes that Harner’s company also operates as
Novus Windshield Repair (as part of the Novus franchise system) and as Auto Glass of Westchester.
At press time, a July 11 hearing was scheduled. Stay tuned
to www.glassBYTEs.com™ for the latest updates.
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appears others may be making changes as well. “We haven’t
had it happen to us with Allstate yet, but we had another insurance company that only agreed to pay half for an expensive dealer windshield,” adds Mauldin.
Donna Braden, president of Jack’s Glass in Allentown,
Pa., points out that sometimes the use of dealer parts is
inevitable.
“We only use dealer parts when absolutely necessary, but
some customers demand it and sometimes, there is no aftermarket that will fit properly,” says Braden.
Allstate officials had not responded to requests for comment at press time. Officials from LYNX Services, which administers Allstate’s glass claims program, declined to
comment, deferring to Allstate.
■
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Price Points

competitive pricing and stats

2002 Honda Accord

F

OR ITS RECURRING PRICE POINTS DEPARTMENT,
AGRR™ magazine surveyed five major cities in the
United States for the windshield replacement on a 2002
Honda Accord (four-door sedan). As usual, the companies
were told that insurance will not be involved and the customer wishes to pay for the windshield out of pocket.
AGRR also asked shops to break out parts and labor. When
available, this is noted below. In some cases, shops were not
willing to provide the breakdown—or would only include a
portion of it—and this is noted accordingly.
■

NAGS Part No.: FW02064 GBN
3.4 Labor Hours (calculated at $40 per hour)
NAGS Part Price: $191.15 • NAGS Total: $327.15
Albany, N.Y.
Total
Price
Shop #1
Shop #2
Shop #3
Shop #4
Average
Median

Glass
Price

Labor

$290.79 $200.11 $30.60
$295.00 $145.00 $150.00
$200.00
N/A
N/A
$250.00
N/A
N/A
$258.95 $172.56 $90.30
$270.40 N/A
N/A

Columbus, Ohio
Glass
Percentage
Percentage off NAGS
off NAGS
Total
+4.75
-24.1
N/A
N/A
-9.7
N/A

-11.1
-9.8
-38.9
-23.6
-20.8
-17.3

Shop #1
Shop #2
Shop #3
Shop #4
Average
Median

Total
Price

Glass
Price

Labor

$250.80
$192.00
$215.00
$220.00
$219.45
$217.50

$124.25
$132.00
N/A
$160.00
$138.75
$132.00

$25.00
$20.00
N/A
$80.00
$41.67
$25.00

Orlando, Fla.
Total
Price
Shop #1
Shop #2
Shop #3
Shop #4
Average
Median

Glass
Price

$170.00
N/A
$246.83 $73.00
$350.00
N/A
$167.15 $97.15
$233.50 $85.08
$208.42 N/A

Labor
N/A
$67.00
N/A
$70.00
$68.50
N/A

Shop #1
Shop #2
Shop #3
Shop #4
Average
Median

20

Glass
Price

Labor

$150.00
$235.56
$185.00
$328.34
$224.73
$210.28

$75.00
$171.00
$120.00
N/A
$122.00
$120.00

$75.00
$50.00
$65.00
N/A
$63.33
$65.00

AGRR July/August 2011

-35.0
-30.9
N/A
-16.3
-27.4
-30.9

-23.3
-41.3
-34.3
-32.3
-32.9
-33.5

Salt Lake City, Utah
Glass
Percentage
Percentage off NAGS
off NAGS
Total
N/A
-61.8
N/A
-49.2
-55.5
N/A

-48.0
-24.6
+7.0
-48.9
-28.6
-36.3

Total
Price
Shop #1
Shop #2
Shop #3
Shop #4
Average
Median

Glass
Price

Labor

Glass
Percentage
Percentage off NAGS
off NAGS
Total

$160.00 $105.00 $55.00
$183.95
N/A
N/A
$130.00 $80.00 $50.00
$189.00
N/A
N/A
$165.74 $92.50 $52.50
$171.98 N/A
N/A

Tulsa, Okla.
Total
Price

Glass
Percentage
Percentage off NAGS
off NAGS
Total

-45.1
N/A
-58.1
N/A
-51.6
N/A

-51.1
-43.8
-60.3
-42.2
-49.3
-47.4

National Results
Glass
Percentage
Percentage off NAGS
off NAGS
Total
-60.8
-10.5
-37.2
N/A
-36.2
-37.2

-54.1
-28.0
-43.5
+0.4
-31.3
-35.7

Total Price

Glass
Price

Glass
Percentage
off NAGS

Percentage
off NAGS
Total

National
Average

$220.47

$127.73

-33.2

-32.6

National
Median

$207.50

$124.25

-35.0

-36.6

*For columns with N/As included, only the data available was averaged.
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Auto Glass Week™ 2011
September 15-17, 2011
Memphis Marriott Downtown and
Memphis Cook Convention Center
Memphis, Tenn.
www.autoglassweek.com
Join the Auto Glass Replacement Safety
Standards (AGRSS®) Council Inc., the
Independent Glass Association (IGA), the
National Glass Association (NGA), National
Windshield Repair Association (NWRA), and
AGRR™ magazine as the auto glass industry
comes together in Memphis! The
International Window Film Tint-Off and
Conference™ will be co-located in Memphis
together with Auto Glass Week for one
unprecedented event. All of these
organizations have agreed this is the ONLY
auto glass event for the year.

Plan to Attend
™
™

www.autoglassweek.com • 540/720-5584
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Suppliers You Will See
Auto Glass Week™ is made possible by the support of generous sponsors who want to promote the betterment of the automotive
glass industry and hold it in high regard. These companies see the benefit of what this cohesive educational event provides to the
industry as a whole. Be sure to visit with each one during the Auto Glass Week Exhibition/Extravaganza hours.
Sponsors as of June 30, 2011.
CHARTER

PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER
EUROPEAN PRESS PARTNER
Auto.net GLASinnovation gmbh

BRONZE

COPPER

For info about sponsorships,
contact Holly Biller at
hbiller@glass.com or
540/720-5584, ext. 123.

COBALT

A.C.T.
Liquid Resins

Pro Glass
Alliance LLC

September 15-17, 2011 Make hotel reservations and register online at www.autoglassweek.com
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Please note schedule is tentative and subject to change. Please check autoglassweek.com for updates.

wednesday, september 14, 2011

8:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

AGTO Mandatory
Contestant Meeting

8:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

ROLAGS Committee Meeting

8:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

AGRSS Committee Meetings
(except Standards Committee)

Auto Glass
Educational Sessions

10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

Keynote Speaker

12:30 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Lunch Break

1:30 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Auto Glass
Educational Sessions

12:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

AGRSS Standards
Committee Meeting

1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

NWRA Board Meeting

4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.

AGRSS Board Meeting

1:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Repair Competition Mandatory
Contestant Meeting

Registration Open in
Memphis Cook Convention Center

3:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Window Film Tint-Off™
Mandatory Contestant Meeting

Auto Glass Week™
Exhibition/Extravaganza

3:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

AGTO Preliminary Heats

3:15 p.m. – 5:15 p.m.

Repair Competition Finals

4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.

Cocktail Party on the Show Floor

7:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

thUrsday, september 15, 2011
7:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

Registration Open in
Memphis Marriott Downtown

8:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.

Event Welcome and Opening

8:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

Auto Glass
Educational Sessions

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch Break

1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Auto Glass
Educational Sessions

1:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Registration Open in
Memphis Cook Convention Center

4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.

Window Film Tint-Off™
Preliminaries

4:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Auto Glass Week™
Exhibition/Extravaganza

satUrday, september 17, 2011
8:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

Registration Open in Memphis
Cook Convention Center

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

Auto Glass
Educational Sessions

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

AGTO Finals

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

Auto Glass Week™
Exhibition/Extravaganza

12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Awards Luncheon

Follow Us!
Auto Glass Week™ is on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.

4:15 p.m. – 7:15 p.m.

Repair Competition
Preliminary Heats

6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Window Film Tint-Off™ Finals

6:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Silent Charity Auction/Cocktail
Party on Show Floor

Scan the tags below to access the pages and start following
Auto Glass Week today! Get the free mobile tag reader at
http://gettag.mobi.

Friday, september 16, 2011
7:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Registration Open in
Memphis Marriott Downtown

LinkedIn

Facebook

Twitter

Questions? Call 540/720-5584 or email info@autoglassweek.com
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The AGRSS® Council Inc.

NWRA

The Auto Glass Replacement Safety Standards (AGRSS) Council Inc. is a notfor-profit organization dedicated to the safe replacement of auto glass. AGRSS
was founded and is supported by companies in the auto glass replacement industry that keep safe installation as their primary goal. The Council is also accredited by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) – a standards
development organization – and has developed North America’s only auto glass
replacement standard, the AGRSS Standard (ANSI/AGRSS 002-2002 Automotive
Glass Replacement Safety Standard). The AGRSS Standard addresses procedures,
education and product performance.

The National Windshield Repair Association (NWRA) is recognized nationally
and worldwide as a professional source of reliable information on windshield repair. NWRA provides information and consultation to interested parties including
commercial, government and trade organizations. NWRA is the only trade association devoted solely to the windshield repair industry.

AGRSS Mission Statement:
To make every auto glass replacement safer by:
• Developing and maintaining standards for the replacement of auto glass;
• Educating and accrediting the industry; and
• Promoting awareness of the AGRSS Standard to the insurance industry and
driving public at large.

NWRA Mission Statement
The mission of the NWRA is to:
• Promote and develop the legitimacy of windshield repair as the first option
for glass;
• Provide and promote best practices for those engaged in windshield repair;
• Provide the public with the benefits of repair;
• Provide education, resources and information about repair;
• Develop and promote qualified, ethical repair practices; and
• Serve as an advocate for the windshield repair industry before government
and other regulatory groups.

AGRR™ Magazine
IGA
The Independent Glass Association (IGA) is the only association dedicated
to the needs of the independent glass companies in North America. Its members
are also dedicated to the professional and ethical installation of glass in a safe
and proper manner. IGA members are located in all 50 states and ten countries.

AGRR™ is the only publication in the world devoted exclusively to the auto
glass repair and replacement industry. Every bit of information in AGRR is tightly
targeted and focused on the reader. AGRR reaches more than 20,000 subscribers
with its print publication as well as the digital edition provided to international
readers. Additional services include the daily news source of glassBYTEs.com™
and its e-newsletter as well as many other customized offerings for the auto glass
industry.

IGA Mission Statement
The mission of the IGA is to:
• Secure free and fair access to glass services for its members by defending
and promoting the consumers’ right to choose their glass service providers;
• Advance ethical business practices and encourage pure competition;
• Promote safe and proper glass services to consumers in accordance with all
applicable standards and laws;
• Be a source for education, resources and information to the glass industry;
and
• Serve as an advocate for independent glass service providers before customers, insurers, regulatory and legislative entities and other groups.

AGRR™ Magazine’s Walt Gorman
Memorial Windshield Repair Olympics
The Walt Gorman Memorial Windshield Repair Olympics (WRO) was created
to provide a venue for repair technicians to showcase and learn the finest repair
techniques from one another. The WRO, which is in its sixth year, will be held
on the show floor in the Memphis Cook Convention Center on September 15-16.

PILKINGTON
CLEAR ADVANTAGE™

NGA
Founded in 1948, the National Glass Association (NGA) serves the architectural glass, automotive glass, and window and door industries. The NGA
represents nearly 3,000 member locations throughout North America.

NGA Mission Statement
The mission of the NGA is to:
• Provide information and education; and
• Promote quality workmanship, ethics and safety in the architectural, automotive and window and door glass industries.

AGRR™ Magazine’s
Pilkington Clear Advantage
Auto Glass Technician Olympics
The Pilkington Clear Advantage Auto Glass Technician Olympics (AGTO) is
the event for auto glass technicians from all over the world to come together
in an educational forum to compete and learn from one another. This annual
gathering plays an important role in the auto glass replacement industry to
ensure that technicians have the ability to showcase their skills and techniques through a premier competition and educational demonstrations. The
AGTO will be held on the show floor in the Memphis Cook Convention Center
on September 16-17.

September 15-17, 2011 Make hotel reservations and register online at www.autoglassweek.com
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Thursday 1:00 PM – 2:00 PM

Welcome and Auto Glass Week™ Opening
Enjoy this official start to an unprecedented event. Hear the

Organization Update: The
Groups That Work For You

various groups’ leaders speak about their goals and intent for the

What really are the member benefits? What do my dues go

event and how it will continue to serve the automotive glass in-

toward? Are there resources that will benefit my small, two-

dustry for years to come.

man shop? This session will provide a panel of spokespeople

Speakers: Representatives from co-sponsoring associations.

from each of the auto glass organizations to help provide answers to these questions and many more. Make sure you join

Thursday 8:30 aM – 9:45 aM

us in learning just how hard your associations and groups are

Glass Quality

working to better the industry as a whole, provide resources

Differentiation is essential to remain competitive in any industry. Come and learn what separates one windshield from another,
and take a look at the definition of “quality” in the automotive

and tools to you, their members, and why you, too, should take
an active role.
Speakers: Representatives from co-sponsoring associations.

glass industry.
Speakers: Representatives from Pilkington, Pittsburgh Glass Works

Thursday 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Insurance and Its Future with Auto Glass

and other auto glass manufacturers.

The ongoing question of the role of insurance companies

Thursday 9:45 aM – 11:00 aM

within the auto glass industry is one that receives a great deal

What’s Up (and Down) in Motor
Vehicle Hazard Reduction?

of interest. Come hear what the predictions are from the insurance firms themselves and what lies ahead on their future road.

During this session, an automotive safety expert will look at past

This is one session not to miss!

auto collision fatality statistics, automotive design and more. Hear
what movements have taken place, and projected future
steps in regards to automobile safety and how they impact your business.
Speaker: Ben Kelley of Product Hazard Consulting.

Thursday 11:00 aM – 12:00 PM
Understanding the Customer of the Future
Market trends are changing. The person who has the final buyer
power no longer lives at a home with a white picket fence, 2.5 children and a dog. Who is your customer? Great question – and one
that will determine the future success of your business. Learn how
to build business with people not like you. Kelly McDonald is a recognized expert on multicultural marketing
and business trends.
Speaker: Kelly McDonald of McDonald Marketing.

Thursday 12:00 PM – 1:00 PM
Lunch Break

Questions? Call 540/720-5584 or email info@autoglassweek.com
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Thursday 3:00 PM – 4:00 PM
The 10 Commandments for Successful Business
Every manager knows good guidelines (when followed) make for
a good working environment. So take that and apply a step further
and amp-up the guidelines to be full-fledged commandments. Come
hear what every business should know and be enforcing. Global
marketing resources manager for Sika Corp. and long-time AGRR™
columnist Carl Tompkins, who is leading this session,
also will unveil his own business management book for
the first time at Auto Glass Week™ 2011.
Speaker: Carl Tompkins of Sika Corp.

Friday 8:00 aM – 9:00 aM
Thursday 4:00 PM – 6:00 PM
International Window Film
Tint-Off™ Preliminaries
Tinters will compete for a spot in the finals.

Standards Update: AGRSS® and
ROLAGS™ Standards Updates
You have heard about the Standards, and hopefully you are
applying them in your everyday business. Learn what updates are
being made from the AGRSS Council Inc. and National Windshield

Thursday 4:00 PM – 8:00 PM
Auto Glass Week™ Exhibition/Extravaganza

Repair Association representatives. These Standards separate the
best from the rest. Learn how these updates benefit you.

Visit with our sponsors to see the latest products and services.

Friday 9:00 aM – 10:15 aM
Thursday 4:15 PM – 7:15 PM
Windshield Repair Olympics Preliminary Heats
Windshield repair technicians will compete to produce a quality
repair.

Future Cars and the Glass They’re Using
Never put off until tomorrow what you can learn today. One
competitive edge is to be the business that can tackle any vehicle. This is easier said than done as automobile manufacturers
continually push the envelope with their designs. This session

Thursday 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM
International Window Film Tint-Off™ Finals

will cover the future cars and the new design elements incorporating more glass to help you get a leg up on what’s to come.

The top finalists will compete to see who is the World’s Best
Window Film Tinter.

Friday 10:15 aM – 10:30 aM
Networking Break

Thursday 6:30 PM – 8:00 PM
Silent Charity Auction/Cocktail
Party on Show Floor

Friday 10:30 aM – 11:30 aM
Keynote Address (See details at right)

Join your colleagues for this exciting and fun silent auction.
Enjoy a beverage and bid on one of the many intriguing items
available.
Sponsored by the AGRSS Council Inc.

Friday 11:30 aM – 12:30 PM
The Changing Face of International Auto Glass
Although each country has its own considerations and differences when it comes to auto glass, there are quite a few commonalities. This panel will bring some of those topics to light by
providing an inside and in-depth look at what is occurring globally with our industry.

September 15-17, 2011 Make hotel reservations and register online at www.autoglassweek.com
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Keynote Speaker: Mike Eruzione,
1980 U.S. Olympic Hockey Team Captain

Brown Bag Workshop:
How to Market to Your Future Customer

Teamwork for Success

This workshop will follow the earlier session, “Understanding
the Customer of the Future” with an even deeper look. Learn marketing tactics by participating in case studies and role playing,
and walk away with a better grasp on how to prepare
to reach those who are your future customers in a
manner to which they will respond.
Speaker: Kelly McDonald of McDonald Marketing.

Friday 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Lunch Break

Friday 1:30 PM – 3:00 PM
Create Sales: Be Order Makers Not Order Takers
Are you really listening to your customers’ needs? This session will teach you how to convert a customer inquiry into a
buyer. Learn some techniques for overcoming objections and how to be a consultant instead of a pushy
representative.
Speaker: Mitch Wasden of ContactPoint LLC.

Friday 3:00 PM – 7:00 PM
Auto Glass Technician Olympics Preliminary Heats
Technicians will compete to replace a windshield with a focus
on quality.

Friday 3:00 PM – 7:00 PM
Auto Glass Week™ Exhibition/Extravaganza
Visit with our sponsors to see the latest products and services.

Friday 3:15 PM – 5:15 PM
Windshield Repair Olympics Finals
The top finalists will compete to see who is “The World’s Best
Auto Glass Repair Technician.”

Friday 4:00 PM – 6:00 PM
Cocktail Party on the Show Floor
Enjoy a libation and talk shop while surrounded by friends and
colleagues.

Search

+

Mike Eruzione served as the
captain that led the 1980 U.S.
Olympic Hockey Team to its Gold
Medal victory in Lake Placid,
N.Y. The highlight of the games
for Mike was scoring the gamewinning goal against the Soviet
Union. That victory against the
Soviets advanced the U.S
Hockey Team to the Gold Medal
Game where they beat Finland
to win the gold medal.
Mike played on two U.S National Teams and played two
years with the Toledo GoaldigMike Eruzione with 2002
gers of the International Hockey Winter Olympic torch.
League (IHL). The IHL rewarded
Mike with the McKenzie Award, which is presented annually to
the most outstanding American-born player in the IHL. The
following year Mike was chosen to join the 1980 Olympic
Team. He was further honored by being elected captain by his
Olympic teammates.
After the victory in Lake Placid, Mike spent several years in
New York and New Jersey as a sports commentator for Madison
Square Garden. In 1984 Mike joined ABC and did broadcasting
for the Winter Olympics in Sarajevo, the Summer Olympics in
Los Angeles and the 1988 Winter Olympics in Calgary. In 1992
Mike did broadcasting for CBS in Albertville, France, and in Lillehammer, Norway, during the 1994 Olympic Games.
The 1980 Olympic Team received many accolades after winning the gold medal, including being inducted into the U.S.
Olympic Hall of Fame. On December 2, 1999, the 1980 Olympic
Hockey team was given the ultimate compliment when Sports Illustrated magazine voted its moment as the number-one sports
moment of the century. Mike and his teammates had the honor
of lighting the Olympic Flame at the Opening Ceremonies of the
2002 Winter Olympic Games in Salt Lake City. In 2004 Mike and
his teammates were featured in the Disney movie “Miracle.”
For the past several years Mike has traveled throughout the
country representing major corporations as their spokesperson
and/or motivational speaker. Presently he is employed by
Boston University (BU) as the director of development for athletics. Mike resides in his hometown of Winthrop, Mass., with
his wife and their three children. Mike is actively involved
with fundraising events for the Olympic Committee as well as
several charitable and youth organizations.

Questions? Call 540/720-5584 or email info@autoglassweek.com
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Saturday 8:00 aM – 8:45 aM
Group Break-Outs
Each association is available to provide answers to elements pertaining to their membership and potential members. Please visit the
Auto Glass Week website to see the latest topics for these focused
break-out sessions presented by the IGA, NWRA and NGA.

Saturday 9:00 aM – 10:30 aM
Automotive Information You Need to Know
Lauren Fix, “The Car Coach®,” will speak on customers and how
your company is viewed by your clients, especially women. Come

Saturday 9:00 aM – 12:00 PM
Auto Glass Week™ Exhibition/Extravaganza
Visit with our sponsors to see the latest products and services.

learn what you really need to focus on to succeed.

Saturday 10:30 aM – 10:45 aM
Speaker: Lauren Fix, the Car Coach®, is a nationally

Networking Break

recognized automotive expert in car care, repair, safety
issues, buying and selling new and used cars and
trucks, and driving skills. Fix is the National Automotive
Correspondent for Time Warner Cable and the host of the syndicated
segments Car Coach and His Turn–Her Turn™.

Saturday 10:45 aM – 12:00 PM
Professionalism in the Industry: Comportment,
Certification and Customer Service
Customer service is not dead and this session is going to high-

Fix is the author of a regular weekly column for the Buffalo

light its rightful place as one of your best selling tools for new

News, Sunday Edition called Car Fix and is the host and auto-

clients and retention factors for current customers. Learn how to

motive expert for Talk 2 DIY Automotive, a show on Scripps Do-

put your certifications to work, or become certified if you aren’t

It-Yourself Network (DIY).

already. If you are looking for steps to take to solidify your market share, this is the session for you.

Saturday 9:00 aM – 12:00 PM
Auto Glass Technician Olympics Finals
The top technicians will compete to see who is “The World’s
Best Auto Glass Technician.”

Saturday 12:00 PM – 1:30 PM
Awards Luncheon
Come celebrate with all the contestants for their dedication to
increasing the professionalism and quality of our industry.

September 15-17, 2011 Make hotel reservations and register online at www.autoglassweek.com
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An Idea Turned into Reality
Auto Glass Week 2011™ took the input of suppliers, retailers and technicians and worked to create one unprecedented event
where anyone in the automotive glass industry could come, meet with colleagues, talk shop with suppliers, view or compete in a
fast-paced, safety-focused competition, and not have to break the budget to do so. In years past, the industry had a multitude of
groups offering various educational conferences and events to attend. Building on each one’s strengths, Auto Glass Week is a culmination of those innovative ideas and resources, created exclusively for you.

We’re All About Memphis
Memphis is known as the Home of the Blues and the Birthplace of
Rock ‘n Roll. Just take a stroll down Beale Street and you will hear
the music of artists such as B.B. King
and W.C. Handy performed by some of
the most talented blues bands
around. Rich in culture, Memphis has
a number of theatres, museums and
other artistic attractions including the
beloved Graceland Mansion. A few
sites worth seeing off the beaten path
are the old Lorraine Motel, now the
National Civil Rights Museum, where
Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated, and the Memphis Rock ‘n’ Soul
Museum, which is an offshoot of the
Smithsonian Institution. For sports
fans, Memphis is home to the Redbirds baseball team, River Kings
hockey team and the Memphis NBA
Grizzlies.

Education and Give-Aways
Work hard, play hard. Auto Glass Week™ appreciates the attendees who come to educate themselves and increase their
level of professionalism, safety and knowledge. As a small token
of that appreciation for your hard work, Auto Glass Week will
be providing door prizes during some of the educational seminars (many of which will be given at the Saturday educational
sessions.) You must be present to win and some of the items
being given this year are:
• Blu-ray Player;
• Camera;
• iPod;
• Nintendo Wii; and
• So much more!

Questions? Call 540/720-5584 or email info@autoglassweek.com
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Southern Hospitality at Our Host Hotels
Auto Glass Week™ attendees will reside in comfort at the Memphis Marriott Downtown and Crowne Plaza Suites. Discounted
rooms have been made available to Auto Glass
Week attendees for only $99 per night, plus tax.
(You must reference that you are with Auto Glass
Week to receive the discounted rate). The rate includes free Internet access and is only available
until August 25. Rooms have been going quickly,
so book soon! Visit autoglassweek.com and select
the hotel link to book your reservation online.
Want to save money by sharing a room? Our staff
will match you with others looking to share. Contact Katie Hodge at khodge@glass.com or call
540/720-5584, ext. 130, with your dates of arrival
and departure and room type preference.
Located on 250 North Main Street in Memphis,
this hotel truly is in the heart of the city and provides its guests with all the latest comforts and
amenities. With 600 deluxe-appointed guest rooms,
the Memphis Marriott Downtown is the largest
hotel in Memphis and features fabulous views of the city skyline.
Right on the Memphis Trolley line, you will be close to shopping,
museums, and the world-renowned entertainment and exciting
nightlife of Beale Street. Also, the National Civil Rights Museum,
Brooks Museum of Art, AutoZone Park and FedEx Forum are all
nearby for your entertainment.

Plan Now and Pre-Register
The hotel room blocks have been expanded to meet demand.
Be sure to optimize your show savings by reserving your room
early for the discounted rate and by pre-registering to receive
the full event for an early-bird rate. Pre-registration also helps
us plan proper room sizes and seating, adequate food and beverage and other items for your enjoyment and comfort. We encourage you to pre-register at autoglassweek.com/register or by using
the form in this brochure. You must pre-register by the end of
business on Friday, September 2, 2011.

September 15-17, 2011 Make hotel reservations and register online at www.autoglassweek.com
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Registration
)
Form (

™

Deadline
September 2

™

or Register Online at
www.autoglassweek.com/register
Please complete the following to register to attend Auto Glass Week™.
In order to provide the best value and flexibility to our attendees, there are several registration discounts being offered. Please choose the
registration from the list below that best suits your needs. If you pre-register by September 2, 2011, you could save $20 per person.
Please write your company information as you wish for it to appear on your badge.
Company Name:_____________________________________Contact Name: __________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City: _____________________________________________State/Province: _________________Zip/Postal:________________________
Country: _________________________________________________Phone:_______________________Fax:________________________
Email: _________________________________________________Website: __________________________________________________
Attendee 2: __________________________________________Attendee 3: __________________________________________________

Registration Type
Full Auto Glass Week Registration – includes all seminars, workshops, social events and admittance to Auto Glass Week
Exhibition/Extravaganza.

Person Attending
Primary Attendee
Employee/Spouse (must have primary to select this option)
Optional Event: Saturday Awards Luncheon Ticket
Saturday, September 17, 12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Pre-Registration
Ends 9/2

On-Site Registration
After 9/2

❏ $179
❏ $159

❏ $199
❏ $179

❏ $45.50 - Adult,
❏ $19.50 - Child under 11

❏ $55.50 - Adult,
❏ $19.50 - Child under 11

For additional people from the same company, please copy
this form.

Amount Total $ ______________________

Return the Form

Method of Payment

❏ Company check enclosed.
(Made payable in U.S. dollars to Auto Glass Week)

❏ MasterCard, ❏ Visa, ❏ AMEX, ❏ Discover
Credit Card #:____________________________________________
Exp. Date: _______________________CVV#: __________________
(3-digit number on the back of the credit card or 4-digit number on
the front of AMEX)
Name on Account: ________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________
Email:__________________________________________________
Phone: _________________________________________________
These items are required to process a credit card payment. Payment
and registrations will not be processed if the required information
is incomplete.

You may fax the form to 540/720-5687 or email to
info@autoglassweek.com. You can also register online at
autoglassweek.com/register or mail this form with a check to:
Auto Glass Week™ 2011
c/o AGRR™ magazine
P.O. Box 569
Garrisonville, VA 22463
Contact the office with questions at 540/720-5584, ext. 123, or
email event director, Holly Biller, at hbiller@glass.com.

Cancellations & Refunds:
All requests for cancellations and/or refunds must be received
in writing by August 19, 2011, and are subject to a $50
administration fee. No refunds will be given after this date.

Questions or Comments:
Please contact Auto Glass Week c/o AGRR™ magazine, P.O. Box
569, Garrisonville, VA 22463 or call us at 540/720-5584, or fax
540/720-5687. Make checks payable to Auto Glass Week.

Questions? Call 540/720-5584 or email info@autoglassweek.com
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In Motion

Handling the Challenges of Offering
Mobile Service in Today’s Auto Glass Market
by Penny Stacey
n today’s auto glass retail market,
mobile service is not just the exception, but rather the norm in
most cases. Auto glass businesses
have offered this perk for so long that
many customers have come to expect
it automatically, without consideration
for the additional challenges and costs
it can create for a business.
“We’ve turned into this pizza-type
industry where customers think they
can call you and you’ll be there in 30
minutes,” says Alan Maupin, president
of Rite-Way Auto Glass in Louisville, Ky.
Though Maupin operates four locations, mobile jobs make up approximately 85 percent of his business.
Mark Pinkstaff, owner/president of
Autoglass Express Inc. in Belleview,
Fla., is in a similar situation. Though he

I

32

AGRR July/August 2011

owns a shop, most windshield replacements are completed on the road—
and his two-bay location is reserved
mainly for power window repair.
“When people need [a windshield replacement] they want it now,” he says.
John Kachnik of Fox Valley Glass
says his business, located in the
Chicago suburb of St. Charles, Ill., averages just one in-shop job a day.
“I thought with the complexity of
the cars today we’d see a weaning away
from [customers expecting mobile
service],” he says.
But with continuing expectations
for mobile service comes several challenges that need to be addressed, including rising gas prices, weather
concerns, safety and simply the rising
difficulty of today’s windshields.

>I

Gas Gains
Most auto glass businesses that offer
mobile service will tell you that rising
gas prices are one of the top challenges
in today’s business.
“The cost of fuel is probably our
number-one issue,” says Maupin.
Technicians also are traveling even
further to jobs, as businesses expand
their reach to make up for a general
down economy. “If that’s where the job
is, you’ve got to be there to do it,” says
Pinkstaff. “We’re driving further to get [to
jobs] and we’re paying more for our fuel.”
With gas prices mounting, scheduling can be key. “We have always tried
to go to the same town in the same day
and consolidate as much as possible,
and we’re even more attentive to that
now than ever before,” says Kachnik.

www.agrrmag.com
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Watching the Weather
No matter how closely a company may watch gas prices or scheduling, there
is always one item that is out of a business’s control—Mother Nature.
Robert Dent, manager of Smail Auto Glass in Pittsburgh, says in the winter
he does his best to dissuade customers from requesting outside work.
“If I was driving a $30,000 car, I personally wouldn’t want it ripped apart
in my driveway in the winter,” says Dent.
Don Deane of Mothers Totally Mobile Auto Glass in Hamilton, Ontario, says
he sees quite a few rainy days in his area and, without a physical location, he
often must adapt his plans to the weather. “If [the customer] has a garage, we
will do the work there, but generally I find with a windshield, the customer is more than
willing to wait,” he says. “Now when it comes to a door or tempered glass, I have a freestanding awning that comes out of the truck, and I can do a door glass under that.”
Alan Maupin, president of Rite-Way Auto Glass in Louisville, Ky., says sometimes the smallest items available in
nature also can affect a tech.
“On a spring day, we’ve got maple trees here, and those little helicopters fly off the trees,” he says, “and we’ve
got to watch for that.”
How do you deal with extreme weather—hot or cold?
Please email your tips to pstacey@glass.com.
But there’s always a catch, he adds. suggests insurers should play a larger eral years ago, so he purchased a one“It never fails that you’re in an area one role in the extra costs that mobile serv- man set tool in recent years.
“I use an [AEGIS®] Solo now,” he
day and then you get a customer call- ice incurs. “I’d love to be able to say,
ing you from that area, and you can’t ‘Hey, State Farm, how about [X says. “It was a godsend.”
get the glass for them [without a sec- amount] for going to a customer’s
But not all technicians feel comforthome?’” says Kachnik.
ond trip],” says Kachnik.
able using these tools, including KachWhile the NAGS catalog does in- nik and his team. “We generally have
Vehicle efficiency also plays a role.
“Every Monday morning my guys clude service codes for mobile service two guys meet up or send two guys
check the oil and the tires on the vans,” and fuel surcharges, it does not offer a out,” he says. “I think the two-man sets
says Pinkstaff. “It’s imporare here to stay.”
“ We ’ v e t u r n e d i n t o t h i s p i z z a tant to keep every van at
Smail Auto Glass in
its peak. Keep the vehicles t y p e i n d u s t r y w h e r e c u s t o m e r s Pittsburgh does its best to
tuned up and road-ready
keep two-man jobs inthink they can call you and
as possible.”
shop. “If it does take two, I
y o u ’ l l b e t h e r e i n 3 0 m i n u t e s . ” tell the customer to bring
A growing stash of tools
— A l a n M a u p i n , R i t e - Wa y A u t o G l a s s it in so the work can be
also can lead to a less fuelefficient van, so Pinkstaff
done correctly,” says comrecently had his techs go through a re- suggested price—and Kachnik says it is pany manager Robert Dent. “And, if
cent de-cluttering to remove any un- difficult item to add.
they insist on mobile, then I tell them it
“The competition is just too tough,” needs to be at a specific time that fits
necessary items.
“We went through the van and took he says. “If we were able to try to get with our schedule.”
off all the things that we just don’t use,” more [for fuel costs] … we can’t do it.”
In that case, he might have two
he says. “Over the years you’ll find that
techs meet up at the location for the set
the [technicians] pick up things—go Large Parts
only. “It’s hard on the shoulders and
through the mobile unit and remove
With the growing, challenging wind- back [to do such jobs alone],” says
anything that’s not necessary.”
shields that are common in today’s ve- Dent. “We get there long enough to do
Don Deane, who runs a strictly mo- hicle models, another rising cost is that the set and we’re gone.”
bile business, Mothers Totally Mobile of labor. Businesses are faced with
Auto Glass in Hamilton, Ontario, mon- choosing to send two technicians out Safe Driving
itors his fuel usage closely and finds together, investing in a one-man set tool
When a mobile technician isn’t inthat simply watching his speedometer or system, or finding another economi- stalling glass, a large part of his day is
helps keep costs down.
cal way to replace large windshields.
spent on the road—finding the cus“You’ve got to watch how fast you’re
“The windows are getting so much tomer’s office or home, communicatgoing,” he says. “I don’t normally race bigger, and it’s getting hard to set them ing with the shop and traveling from
to my next job.”
as an individual,” says Deane, who one spot to another. This, of course,
While all of these options may re- handles all of the installations for his
duce fuel costs somewhat, Kachnik business. Deane injured his back sevcontinued on page 34
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In Motion
continued from page 33
creates a whole other set of issues for
an already complicated day’s work, especially in the days of smart phones,
GPS systems and text messaging.
“We’ve had phone calls in the past
saying, ‘hey, I’m passing your driver and
he’s staring at his phone,’” says Kachnik.
Though his company had already
put a policy in place to ban texting
while driving, Kachnik found he had to
re-enforce it. “They understand the
danger in it [now],” he says.”
Dent echoes this sentiment. “There
is a company policy on texting—no
texting when you’re driving,” he says.
Pinkstaff adds, “Texting is not tolerated. If my [technicians] are found texting while driving they’re looking for a
new job. You cannot do that and drive.”
He learned the hard way that this was
needed. “I had a technician out sick, so
I went out with another technician, and
we were at a stop sign and I noticed him
reading his phone and pushing some
buttons, and I said, ‘hey, are you texting?’ and he said ‘yes’ and that’s when I
realized it was a problem,” he says.
“That’s when I instated the policy.”
But he points out that even with the
policy in place it can be hard to enforce.
“I could get a call from someone riding

“I thought with the complexity
of the cars today we’d see
a weaning away from [customers
expecting mobile service].”
— J o h n K a c h n i k , F o x Va l l e y G l a s s
alongside the vehicle, or if [the technician] was in a crash the cell phone
records would show it,” says Pinkstaff.
On the inverse of this growing issue,
though, is the fact that text-messaging
can be a useful business tool. “We do
send information to our techs by text,
but we ask that they wait until they’re
stopped and that they then write down
the message,” says Kachnik.
Likewise, Dent says his company
has had success with communicating
with customers by text. “I tell people if
we’re on the way that we’ll send them a
text to let them know,” he says. “[Customers] are going to answer a text before they answer a phone at work.”

In-Shop Incentives
While mobile service and the issues
that accompany it are not likely going
to end for the auto glass industry anytime soon, some business owners are
taking measures to incentivize cus-

Some shop owners offer customers incentives to get them into the shop,
such as discounts, gift cards or drop-off service.
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tomers to bring their vehicles into
their shops.
“If it’s a cash customer, we may offer
[the customer] $10 off [the job] to bring
the vehicle in,” says Maupin, who adds
that this works approximately 40 percent of the time, depending on the area.
“We’ve got a couple small markets
where we’ve got small shops,” says
Maupin, “and in those areas the customers are more likely to bring their
vehicles in, rather than a city like
Louisville, where it’s busy and [customers] tend not to be as willing.”
Dent encourages customers to bring
their vehicles in-shop as a way to save
them time. “I tell the customer that if he
wants an exact time to get his car done,
he needs bring it into the shop,” he says.
If this doesn’t work, Dent also offers
a discount for in-shop work. He also
has tried the pickup and delivery
method. “I will have people who say
they have to work, so sometimes we do
drop them off and pick them up from
work, since our hours are 7 a.m. to 5
p.m.,” he says. “There’s always someone available to do the job [that way].”
Pinkstaff encourages customers to
bring their vehicles into the shop based
on factors such as weather issues (see
sidebar on page 33) and tighter scheduling and is considering other items as well.
“I’m thinking of offering a windshield treatment or new windshield
wipers or a gas card for $10,” he says.
While whether such incentives work
remains to be seen, one thing is certain: mobile is here to stay for many.
“Everybody is busy, and for them to
sit around in the shop is not feasible,”
says Kachnik. “It’s an instantaneous
society.”
■
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Penny Stacey is the editor of AGRR
magazine/glassBYTEs.com™.
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Carlex + Carlite =

CONFIDENCE
Company Officials Discuss
Recent Purchase of Carlite Business
by Penny Stacey

kept some relationships [over the years],
but during the Zeledyne period of ownership we had not had so much contact
[with the plant]. Suddenly Ford asked us
to negotiate and we came here (see box
at right for more about the history of the
plant and Carlite business).
JS: [turns to SS] With regard to the
history, you were with the very early
parts of Carlex …
SS: I was originally plant manager
[at the Carlex Vonore, Tenn., plant]. I
started in 1990. It was presented to my
boss in Japan and I was assigned [to
the role] … and so we started that plant
20 years ago. Central took over the
technology and design of the plant,
and the Ford side [handled] management and sales. So the Carlex Vonore
plant has Central Glass technology and
the old system from Japan.
But at one time Ford requested Carlex bring in the UAW, so we welcomed
the UAW and that was the start of the
business [with them]. At that time the
UAW was not so friendly, but we
started to work with them. Sometimes
[they] were difficult, [and] sometimes
they were very understanding. So that’s
the reason why even if this is a UAW
plant I’m comfortable running it, because they did change, and we understand how to [work with them]. They
are smarter than they used to be.
AGRR: What made this an attractive purchase for the company?
SS: The [plant’s main] customer is
Central Glass president Shu Sarasawa (center) cuts the official ribbon in
celebration of the Nashville, Tenn., float and auto glass plant opening Ford Motor Co., one of the biggest motor
companies. The customer requested us
under its new ownership, as his Central Glass associates look on.
onfidence isn’t a word you hear
mentioned too often in the auto
glass industry. In fact, the unfortunate “C” words we all hear much
more often are cost, crunching (of
prices), control and a host of others.
Recently AGRR™ magazine had the
opportunity to interview Central Glass
president Shu Sarasawa (SS), along
with Jim Shepherd (JS), executive vice
president of Central Glass subsidiary
Carlex Glass America, about the company’s future. Carlex recently purchased the Carlite aftermarket
business from Zeledyne. Carlex also
acquired the former Zeledyne auto
glass plant in Nashville, Tenn., and distribution operations in Lebanon,
Tenn., as part of the deal.
Both Sarasawa and Shepherd displayed confidence and optimism in

C
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the interview, as they look to the future
of the company and Carlite brand, and
discussed a recent $100 million investment at the plant, which includes the
installation of two new windshield fabrication lines and upgrades to the
plant’s float line. Sarasawa also provided exclusive insight into how the acquisition came about and the
matchmaker-type role that Ford
played in the acquisition.
AGRR: I understand that Central
Glass originally developed Carlex as a
joint venture with Ford, so purchase of
the Zeledyne plant (a former Ford
plant) along with the Carlite brand,
seems a natural fit. Had you ever considered a purchase of the plant or the
Carlite business in the past?
SS: We had somebody contact us
from Ford Motor Co. after Visteon. We
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History Lesson

“This is a different environment
than we saw back then. Zeledyne
had difficult timing, because they
came on board just as the economy
r e a l l y, r e a l l y h i t t h e s k i d s . ”
—Jim Shepherd, Carlex Glass America
Central Glass president Shu Sarasawa (left) and Carlex Glass America
executive vice president Jim Shepherd (right) worked closely on the
acquisition of the Carlite brand, Nashville, Tenn., plant, and Lebanon, Tenn.,
distribution operations from Zeledyne.
to [look at the purchase], which means
we knew we would not be starting out by
ourselves. Somebody called me and
said, “Maybe you can start to discuss
this.” This person used to be a Ford employee and he knows me, [and] somebody at Ford Motor Co. had asked him
to contact me, so I sent some investigators from Japan, and [there were] many
discussions. The point is, our customer,
Ford, requested us to investigate, and
[we thought] “maybe we’ll have a discussion about Ford buying glass from
us.” This [purchase] is very attractive,
and also this plant has the float glass capacity. Float glass sometimes is difficult.
Float glass prices are high, and sometimes it’s over capacity. Some people sell
cheap, so it’s up and down, but if we
have float we can control the production

www.agrrmag.com

costs ourselves.
JS: Zeledyne obviously was the
owner, and Ford was the major customer, and I think with the downturn
in the economy Zeledyne was struggling, and Ford was looking to protect
its supply base primarily. Ford really
played a matchmaker role in the transaction. And as we looked at it, as Shu
said, clearly the float glass—the raw
glass supply, [attracted us]. The location’s phenomenal. There are nine assembly plants within the region, so
there’s a tremendous customer base
here—not just Ford, but many OEMs.
[The plant] has a strong aftermarket
business that allows us to participate
in that market to a greater extent, so a
continued on page 38
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The recently purchased Nashville,
Tenn., auto glass plant originally was
constructed in 1955 by Ford Motor Co.,
and began production in 1957. Forty
years later, in 1997, Ford founded its
own automotive parts supplier, Visteon,
which parted ways with the company in
2000, taking Ford’s auto glass operations with it. However, in 2005, Visteon
transferred 23 of its facilities, including
the auto glass manufacturing and distribution business, back to Ford, which
formed a holding company, Automotive
Components Holdings LLC (ACH), to
manage the businesses temporarily until
a buyer was found.
In 2008, Robert
Price, an investor from
Tulsa, Okla., founded a
company called Zeledyne and purchased the
glass business from
ACH. While ACH had a Robert Price
commercial glass component at the time of the purchase,
Zeledyne announced in January 2010
that it would be exiting the commercial
business, citing the “severely depressed
construction industry.”
The company attributed its recent
decision to sell the Nashville plant and
Carlite business to similar circumstances
in the automotive industry.
“Despite aggressive cost-cutting and
operational improvements Zeledyne has
been unable to achieve its performance
objectives, in part due to the severe economic downturn,” Zeledyne spokesperson Della Dipietro told AGRR™ magazine
in a January 2011 interview.
In May 2011, just one month after
the Carlex deal was completed, Zeledyne
officials also confirmed that its Tulsa,
Okla., plant could close sometime in the
third quarter of 2011, unless a buyer for
the facility is located.
In a June 2011 interview with Carlex
parent company Central Glass president
Shu Sarasawa, when asked if the company had considered purchasing the
Tulsa plant, advised, “We have not
reached an agreement yet.”
At press time, the fate of the Tulsa
plant had not yet been determined. Stay
tuned to AGRR magazine’s daily news
service, www.glassBYTEs.com™, for the
latest updates.
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Carlex + Carlite =

CONFIDENCE
continued from page 37

trained workforce and the existing location [also attracted us]. It needs
some work—we understand that. We
know how to do that, so we’ll take care
of that, and I think it’s got great potential for us to grow in the future.
AGRR: Was there any consideration
of purchasing the Tulsa [Zeledyne]
plant? (Editor’s Note: Shortly before
this interview occurred in early June,
Zeledyne had announced that it was
searching for a buyer for its Tulsa,
Okla., auto glass plant, and that the
plant would close sometime in the
summer if a buyer was not found. At
press time, no official decision had
been made.)
SS: That’s a different story. We have
not reached an agreement yet.
AGRR: What synergies exist between
the two companies—Carlex and Carlite?
JS: Well, the technology to begin

with. We have a strong technology base
in Japan, and we have a similarly strong
technology base in Vonore, and we’ll be
able to bring that here. For example,
one of the new windshield furnaces
we’re putting in here is currently in operation in Japan, so we’ll be able to
leverage the knowledge that’s been
gained in Japan, and significantly speed
up the learning curve here. We’ll have
shared administrative opportunities, as
we go forward, but it’s more than the
technology base. It’s a complementary
customer base, and the aftermarket,
where we now can look at the production at Vonore, and we have a distribution system, an aftermarket system,
that will facilitate us access into that
market that didn’t exist before.
AGRR: Will the distribution methods change at all?
JS: The same channels will be in

Watch AGRR’s Monthly Newscast
The June edition of the glassBYTEs.com™ monthly newscast, sponsored by
AGRR™ magazine, includes footage from the grand opening ceremony of Carlex
Glass America’s recently purchased Nashville, Tenn., auto glass
plant, along with a tour of the company’s float glass line.
Scan the tag at left to view the newscast. Get the free tag
reader at http://gettag.mobi.

place, and our intent is to grow that
business. I think Carlite’s a very well
known brand, a very well respected
brand. We certainly intend to build
upon that. At the same time we have a
Carlex brand that we’ll be building,
and I think Carlite will be one of our
products under the Carlex umbrella.
So I think we have the opportunity
now with more capacity, other customers and a distribution system in
place, we have the opportunity to better serve a broader base of customers
than perhaps was the case before.
AGRR: What is the timeframe for the
investments and upgrades being made
at the Nashville plant?
JS: It’s already begun. We’re well on
our way. That’s one of the reasons we
were able to tour the float plant (see related box at right).
SS: We spend the money first
[chuckles].
JS: We were pretty confident, so we
didn’t hesitate.
AGRR: Are you seeing a rebound in
the automotive market?
JS: It’s a little early. We’re really in the
beginning phases—first was demolition, second was site preparation.

“If we have float [capacity] we can
control the production costs ourselves.”
—Shu Sarasawa, Central Glass
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Picture Perfect
Scan the tag below to view a slide
show of the recent celebration of Carlex’s recent acquisition of the Zeledyne plant in Nashville, Tenn., Carlite
business, and distribution operations in
Lebanon, Tenn. Get the
free tag reader at
http://gettag.mobi.

We’re just getting to completion of that
phase, and beginning the installation
phase for one of the new lines, so that
won’t be up and running until the fall
sometime. It’s a little early to see the
benefits of that.
AGRR: You seem optimistic, though.
JS: Absolutely.
AGRR: I know that part of what Zeledyne has struggled with is the down automotive market. How do you think the
changes Carlex is implementing will
impact that for the positive?
JS: Well, first of all, we’re not in
2008. This is a different environment
than we saw back then. Zeledyne had
difficult timing, because they came
on board just as the economy really,
really hit the skids. We’re in probably a
little big stronger demand base than
they had at the time, and I think
through a combination of our customer base out at Vonore, and our
customer base here, we’ve got a more

Carlex Glass America unveiled a new company tagline during its June 2
grand opening, “from Sand ... to Satisfaction,” as depicted by the display
shown here.
diverse customer base, and I think
that diversification is something that
will give us a little bit more resilience
in light of probably a downturn in the
future at some point in time. But
none of us knows for sure when that’s
going to happen.
AGRR: In general, we often hear
from readers that they struggle with
glass quality in today’s market. Do you
hear that as well, and what do you
think is needed in the industry to
change that?
JS: Our strategy—Zeledyne’s strategy and ours at Vonore—has been one
of superior quality, so that’s been a
pretty high priority on our radar
screen. In this business the Carlite
brand, I think, has a reputation of very
high quality, and we certainly intend to
build upon that and take it to the next

The purchase of the Carlite brand and
Nashville, Tenn., plant from Zeledyne gives
Carlex Glass America and its parent company,
Central Glass, automotive float glass
capacity—something it’s not had in the past.
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level. And on the OEM side of the business, I think we all know the quality
level of Ford vehicles today is top of
market. Glass is a pretty significant
component, so we have to be right
there with them—and we are.
AGRR: Do you expect to import more
glass—or less—with the purchase?
JS: I think our intent would be to
build upon what we have here and
not import. We will certainly look at
all options, but the goal here is that
we’re a glass manufacturer, and we
want to maximize our manufacturing
performance.
AGRR: Is there anything else you
would like to tell our readers about
this new venture?
SS: The new venture is a very, very
big opportunity, and here, there’s so
much space also, and if we train well,
people will be more efficient. I think we
can eliminate some production costs,
and be very competitive. I’m very confident. We’re [spending] more money to
train the people here, and maybe the
government will help for training, as
training is key. If we properly train people, we can beat Japanese quality.
JS: As our new vision statement explains, we know we need to earn the
privilege of being the supplier of
choice, the employer of choice, the
customer of choice, and I think in
terms of customers, all we would ask is
[for them] to give us that opportunity
to earn the privilege. We understand
it’s something we need to earn, and as
we move forward on our investments
and our training, we will be in a position to pleasantly delight our customers—both our current customers
and our future customers.
■
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Auto Windscreens Managing Director
Discusses New Ownership and More

by Penny Stacey

U

nited Kingdom-based Auto
Windscreens was placed into
administration under the care
of Deloitte LLP in early February, after
an ongoing financial struggle, including a $14.1 million (U.S dollars) loss in
2010. Shortly after, Trifords Ltd., which
is part of an insurance group, Markerstudy, purchased the company’s brand
and some of its assets (see related story
in March/April AGRR™, page 16).
Auto Windscreens managing director Nigel Davies (ND) recently discussed the future of the business under
its new ownership, the company’s future, tips for others and the latest technology with AGRR magazine.
Davies previously served as sales and
marketing director for the company,
prior to the re-launch under Trifords.
AGRR: Is the company now back to
full capacity?
ND: We are very much indeed. Obviously we started off as a new business from a standing start, set up with
250 staff, set up to take on the new
business we were hoping to get in the
early days, and I’m delighted to report
we have more than 1,000 account
holding customers back on board and
growing by the day.
AGRR: Has anything changed now
for your customers or the business?
ND: Significantly, yes. What we’ve
tried to do is implement the best of traditional service quality, such as managers actually managing urgent
responses and managing their own
stock-holding, but have combined it
with the leading technology to be introduced, such as all work being managed
by our PDA system, and the sort of management information that produces. By
combining the best of both worlds,
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we’ve got the traditional service level
with the IT reporting that a lot of our
customers now demand nowadays.
AGRR: I understand Auto Windscreens had some insurance contracts
previously, and that Admiral Insurance had switched to a different auto
glass service provider just before Auto
Windscreens was placed into administration. Are you able to comment on
if any of the old contracts have been
revived, or if any new insurance contracts have been attained?
ND: Yes, certainly. We have billing
arrangements with the vast majority of
motor insurers, and day-by-day are
moving through to a preferred supplier
status. We’re quite close to announcing

“A s a n y b o d y i n t h e
glass industry
knows, it really is
a combination
between
competitive pricing
and consistent
q u a l i t y of s e r v i c e. ”
—Nigel Davies,
Auto Windscreens

that the Auto Windscreens auto glass
manufacturing plant was put up for sale
by the company handling the administration process. Did the company retain
any manufacturing capacity?
ND: No, we source all of our products from leading distributors of glass
themselves. We didn’t acquire the factory from the liquidators.
AGRR: What is different for you now
that the Auto Windscreens brand is
owned by an insurer group, Trifords
Ltd. (part of the Markerstudy Group)?
ND: The positive for [the staff] is that
our service level has to be at very high
standards, because obviously we carry
out work for Markerstudy itself. The joy
for myself is that Kevin Spencer, who
serves as the chief executive officer for
Markerstudy, has allowed me to run the
business on a professional basis as we
see fit. The benefit
[is] that the very
experienced
group of people
that I have running the business can run it to
the very highest
standards. I’m
pleased to

our first significant appointment in the next two to
three weeks, which would
make a major impact on
our business levels.
[Editor’s note: Shortly
after the interview the
company announced a
contract with First
Central Insurance.]
AGRR: I understand
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An App for Glass: Inside the “Chip Checker”

www.agrrmag.com

and I am curious about what type of response you’ve gotten from customers
on that system (see box above).
ND: Yes, the Chip Checker was quite
interesting. In our industry people still
tend to telephone first, being [that auto
glass is] a distress purchase. But we’ve
had a good take-up with the Chip
Checker and we still get jobs every
week coming in by that route.
AGRR: Auto Windscreens has been
called Belron’s number-one competitor in the United Kingdom (where the
company operates as AutoGlass).
What tips would you have for others in
the world competing against such a
large, worldwide company?
ND: We are obviously just a national
firm, so we can tell you our product offering is very much required on that
basis, but as anybody in the glass industry knows, it really is a combination
between competitive pricing and consistent quality of service. Within that
realm I believe you have the opportunity to build your business to an incredible size.
AGRR: What would you say the
number-one challenges are in the
United Kingdom market right now?
ND: The main challenges for the market is that we are experiencing rising fuel
costs, rising motor insurance costs, and
continued congestion on the road. So
the actual motor park itself is quiet depressed in that respect. As a result, glass
demand is likely to reduce slightly as we
all travel less and use our cars less.
AGRR: How do you combat rising
fuel costs?
ND: It’s very challenging to do that, in
truth. We insist that all of our technicians

utilize the lowest-cost fuel provider
within their area, which does tend to be
national supermarket chains. And, by
utilizing the reports from our fuel car
providers, we do analyze quite closely
exactly where our fuel costs occur.
AGRR: Have the inspections that
some insurers are now requiring prior
to authorizing work impacted your
company? (See related story on page 16.)
ND: No, not at all. We’re quite fortunate that we can photograph all jobs
before we start. We hold that photography on our mainframe system so customers of any kind can request those
photographs, and very shortly we’ll be
introducing an online portal—a security-protected portal—whereby key
customers can actually go in and view
those photographs if they wish to
question anything.
AGRR: Do you have any tips for
other companies, having gone through
the administration process and being
taken on by new ownership?
ND: Yes, from our perspective, it’s
just ensuring that the needs of the customer always come first.
AGRR: Is there anything else you’d
like to tell our readers?
ND: No, apart from that it’s hugely
exciting times for us at the moment.
Everybody in the business is massively
motivated, because we’ve had a chance
to re-design the business from scratch,
and therefore implement what we
know is best for both the customers
and for ourselves, and we’re just loving
every minute of it at the moment. ■

◗

Penny Stacey is the editor of AGRR
magazine/glassBYTEs.com™.
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say we conduct a survey at the end of
every job we do for the customer. We’re
currently running at 99.8 percent customer satisfaction levels, and with a
score of 9.53 out of 10 to reflect that satisfaction level, so our customers are
telling us we’re doing a very good job as
well, which is very pleasing.
AGRR: How do you conduct the surveys? Are they done electronically?
ND: Yes, they are conducted on the
PDA systems through which we
process all of our work. The customer
will sign pre- and post-inspection
[forms] on the PDA. They will then
sign to complete the job. At the end we
offer them a seven-question survey,
taking them through the customer
journey from the first point-of-call
level of communication, the progress
of the technician and the quality of the
workmanship. We then ask them to
rate us between 0 and 10, with 10
being the highest score for how satisfied they were. We also recently introduced a score of 0 to 10 to see if they
would promote us, so again we can
check to see how happy they were with
the whole level of service. If anyone
marks on there that they were dissatisfied, if they scored a 6 or less, or said
they were dissatisfied with any part of
the service, that actually generates a
message to our customer care department, where we automatically follow
up by phone with that customer
within five to ten minutes to try and
ascertain why they weren’t satisfied
with the service.
AGRR: Auto Windscreens has been a
leader with technology with regard to
the Chip Checker mobile phone app,

global

Auto Windscreens developed an iPhone application late last year that allows consumers to take photos of chips in their windshields to determine whether the damage is repairable.
The application allows consumers to not only determine whether the rock chips in their windshields
are repairable by the company’s standards but also to book the work on their phones. In addition, the
application includes a list of United Kingdom-based insurers in a section called “Is It Free?” to allow
potential customers to tell quickly if a deductible will apply to the work.
The first step included in the application has the user select the area of the windshield in which the
damage is located. Then, the iPhone is used to take a photo of the
damage (using a credit card to keep the appropriate distance between
Scan the tag at left to view a
the phone and the windshield). A circle then appears on top of the
video demonstration of the
damage; if the damage fits inside the circle, Auto Windscreens deems
application. Get the free tag
the rock chip repairable and offers the consumer a form within the apreader at http://www.gettag.mobi.
plication to provide details on the job.
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Auto Glass Retailers Explore Add-On Services
by Katie Hodge

S

tanding out among the crowd can
be a lifelong challenge. Auto glass
companies constantly seek ways
to set themselves apart and, for many,
that has meant adding new services.
“We have to be diverse to survive,”
says John Kachnik, owner of Fox Valley
Glass in St. Charles, Ill., whose company has added residential glass installation as a service.
David Zoldowski, owner of Auto
One in Brighton, Mich., has discovered

how add-on services can help level out
the business throughout the year. Likewise, many auto glass companies experience lulls in business during
certain seasons and to counteract this
many have added additional services.
“[Diversifying] has dramatically
helped out business because it tends
to level out the seasons,” says
Zoldowski, whose company offers remote starters, cell phones and detailing in addition to auto glass repair or

replacement. “Auto glass is very seasonal. What we have tried to do as a
corporation is find things that match
the seasons.”

Making the Decision
If your company plans to diversify,
finding the right time and the right
product is key, and some say choosing
what service to add in can be simpler in
the off-season, when business is slower
and there is time to research options.
“I think it’s about identifying the
services [shops] want to bring on in the
off-season,” says Rory Most, general
manager for Glass Technology in Durango, Colo. “As a whole, the [auto

Many industry retailers have added
items such as window film and
residential glass to provide
additional revenue.

Diversification
Additions
A wide variety of services are being
used as add-ons for auto glass repair
and replacement businesses and a selection of examples are included here:
• Detailing;
• Headlight restoration;
• Mirrors;
• Paint protection film;
• Paintless dent repair;
• Remote Starters;
• Residential/commercial glass;
• Shower doors;
• Side mirrors;
• Vinyl repair; and
• Window film.
Have you been successful at diversifying your product line? Please e-mail
information about your successful addons to pstacey@glass.com.
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glass] industry tends to slow down a bit to three years ago because his employ- take a lot of time to learn the craft
in the winter time, so I think during ees were familiar with the service and where other things might.”
For some auto glass shops the benthose slow months it is great to find out some had experience with it.
“It was a slow rollout. We do have a efit of time saved coupled with the low
what you are doing and what’s making
you money and where you can possi- very good glazing team out there, and cost for the shop makes an add-on like
bly expand or move into some other we have two glaziers on board,” says headlight restoration or scratch reservice-oriented sectors to help your Kachnik. “We had to learn the busi- moval valuable.
“Headlight repair is a great service
ness. We knew it and had experience,
business increase its bottom line.”
Once timing is selected, it’s time to but we had to make it work for us by and the reason I say that is that the avchoose a product or service your com- getting advertising out there to pro- erage auto glass repair or installation is
pany can offer and manage successfully. mote that we do commercial and resi- 45 minutes to an hour,” says Most. “So
if you have a car in
“Obviously you have
to have the capacity “ We h a v e t o b e d i v e r s e t o s u r v i v e . ” your shop and are
and the capital to sup— J o h n K a c h n i k , F o x Va l l e y G l a s s doing a replacement
you can do a headport it,” Zoldowski.
“I don’t think there is ever a bad time dential. Now putting our money where light repair in roughly 25 minutes.”
David Kozlowski, owner of Glass
as long as it’s the right service,” adds our mouth is becomes the challenge.”
About 15 percent of Kachnik’s busi- Doctor of Southeast Wisconsin, added
Brent Deines, president of Eugene,
Ore.-based Delta Kits. “It’s interesting ness is now residential glass and he headlight restoration to his business
because you can go into a glass shop has a couple of “seasoned installers” about a year ago.
“I haven’t had the chance to really
that is really successful and they are too working on the residential projects.
busy for another service. If a shop He expects to see the add-on business market it well yet, but it is up on our
website,” says Kozlowski. “We have
owner is struggling, then he feels like he grow more.
“We’ve talked to people about doing done a few jobs, but for the most part
can’t afford it. It’s like advertising. There
is no bad time to advertise. It’s part of trim work, but that’s a huge ball of wax. we haven’t seen big results yet. Howrunning a successful business. If it’s the We’ve talked to people about doing ever, the more you can diversify the
right kind of advertising then you window tinting. The feelers are out more you open up the door for sales.”
should do it and I think it’s the same there,” says Kachnik.
While Zoldowski’s company has im- On the Fence
thing with adding on to a business.”
Based on location and what your plemented add-ons such as detailing
Diversifying a business and adding
company has the man-power to ac- and remote starters, he views tinting as potential revenue streams has its chalcomplish, choosing the right product a great addition.
lenges, of course.
“It varies by state and locale, but
also is of course crucial.
There are some businesses that just
“When someone is looking at doing window tinting becomes a very nice want to stick with what they know best.
this the most important thing is to find add-on because you can get half- Diversifying does come with some risk,
a product that can accomplish what pregnant with this service,” says financially and in reputation. The adZoldowski. “What I mean is that you dition of a new service does take effort
they need,” adds Most.
can contract out your window tinting and a new line of business can have
and still make a good margin. You different results than what an auto
Choose Your Adventure
Once the decision is made to shop would schedule it and find a tinter glass shop is used to.
“I don’t think it’s a very easy transiaround for a new service or add-on, that you know is good and you dethe difficult choice of what service to velop the relationship with him and tion. You have to have experience in it
you can still deliver quality.”
and feel comfortable doing it. It is difadd looms.
Deines agrees that there are some ficult,” says Kachnik about his residenSome of the more popular add-ons
include traditional services that go hand- add-on services that just make sense for tial glass add-on service.
Protecting the reputation of a busiin-hand with auto glass, such as window an auto glass business to implement.
“If you are an auto glass shop owner ness also is an important factor.
tinting, detailing, commercial/residen“Don’t hurt the reputation of your
tial glass and replacement side mirrors. or a windshield repair technician you
With the constant changes in technology are seeing vehicles every day that need core business by trying something and
there are many new options, too—such things done,” says Deines. “It’s kind of not doing a good job at it,” says
■
as remote starters, headlight restoration a no-brainer to add something like Zoldowski.
headlight restoration. It is very inexand scratch removal.
Kachnik added residential glass in- pensive to add and you can make your
Katie Hodge is an assistant editor for
stallation to his auto glass business two money back very quickly. It doesn’t
AGRR™ magazine.
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COMPANY NEWS

Glass Mechanix Enters Management
Agreement with Techna Glass

G

LASS MECHANIX, A WINDshield repair equipment manufacturer and supplier originally
based in Las Vegas, and Techna Glass, a
retail repair and replacement chain
based in Sandy, Utah, have entered into
an agreement under which Techna
Glass is providing management services
to the company.

“We’re working more as a partnership, but officially it’s a management
agreement,” says Troy Mason, president and founder of Techna Glass. “We
manage all aspects of the company.”
While Mason and Glass Mechanix
owner John Kiland have known each
other for some time, Mason says approximately 18 months ago, Techna

LEGAL NEWS
Utah Attorney General Files Nine Counts Against Owner
of Windshield Repair Company for Identity Fraud
The Utah Attorney General filed charges of identity fraud and fraudulent insurance acts against the owner of a windshield repair company in Davis County, Utah,
in April. According to court documents, Cody DeWayne Jacobsen, owner of Redd’s
Shell Quick Lube, is alleged to have “fraudulently obtaining windshield repair authorizations under his clients’ insurance policies.”
Court documents claim that Jacobsen “obtained insurance information from the
client’s insurance card, then called the insurance carrier, claiming to be the policy owner, and asked for authorization to fix a crack or chip in the windshield.”
Investigators from the Utah Department of Insurance say that when they interviewed Jacobsen, he admitted that he did contact Farmers Insurance, but
claimed it was a way to provide “customer service” to his customers. Customers
claimed to have no knowledge of such glass claims, according to court documents.
Jacobsen issued a “plea in advance” in the case on June 1—a type of plea bargain—in which he agreed to pay $549.33 to the state’s insurance fraud division,
along with $1,000 restitution to the state of Utah for the costs of the investigation. He also will be required to complete 40 hours of community service, and the
state will review the case in 24 months.
Farmers had not responded to requests for comment at press time.

Former GlasWeld Employee
Mary Mart Pleads Guilty to Theft
Former GlasWeld employee Mary Mart recently was sentenced to a three-day
jail sentence and retribution of $12,000 owed to her former company. She’d
pleaded no-contest to the charges of first- and second-degree theft shortly before the June sentencing.
Mart was indicted on two counts of Theft I and eleven counts of Theft II in midFebruary related to her prior employment at GlasWeld. The amounts of money
stolen ranged from $100 to $1,000, according to court documents.
Mart’s three-day jail term began June 3 and she is now out on parole. Mart has
not responded to requests for comment on the case.
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Glass made the decision to adopt the
Glass Mechanix system throughout
its locations, which are scattered
throughout Utah, New Mexico, Nevada and Arizona.

“ We ’ r e w o r k i n g
more as a
partnership, but
officially it’s a
management
agreement.”
—Troy Mason,
Te c h n a G l a s s
“In the process of replacing all of
our equipment, Techna Glass quickly
became Glass Mechanix’s largest customer, and in dealing with John [Kiland] we connected and it became
clear we had more to offer each other
in a partnership rather than just as a
customer,” says Mason.
Mason attributes part of the decision to work together to the resources
and staff that Techna Glass has developed since he founded the company
in 1991.
“Techna Glass has a lot to offer as
far as marketing, warehousing, a call
center, a finance department, a marketing department, an Internet marketing team, etc., so we were able to
offer all the resources that Techna
Glass has to offer in a partnership with
Glass Mechanix and it just made
sense,” says Mason.
In addition, Kiland says Techna
Glass brings a new “retail perspective”
to Glass Mechanix.
“That will help our customers as
they go through training, or if they
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want to expand their businesses, and
they’ll have knowledge we can fall
back on that we didn’t have before,”
says Kiland.

briefly …
Equalizer and Glass Technology Inc.
have agreed to work together to supply
each others’ products, and both companies will now offer the other’s tools and
equipment to the industry.
■

Cobalt Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2011

No matter where you grow, there we are.
Our new enterprise software
will streamline your operation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Order glass for and to multiple locations
Complete point of sale with flatglass
Automated cost plus pricing
Electronic dispatches via Glaxis
Expert, unlimited technical support
Efficiencies across multiple locations
Repair only solutions
EDI only solutions
A
orde utomatic
Call center capabilities
rin
pr
(PPG g from P icing an
ilk
d
), My
Job scheduling
gran ington,
t and
PG
othe W
VIN lookup precision
rs.
Enterprise inventory
Dispatch jobs to multiple locations

Stand-alone, multiple location
or Hosted on the Internet
106 W. Tolles Drive, St. Johns, MI 48879
800-541-2593
www.QuestSoftware.com
Quest is an impartial program administrator. We do not manufacture, distribute or install glass. Any repair
or replacement facility that is willing to accept the pricing and program parameters of our insurance
carrier clients is welcome to participate in our programs.

www.agrrmag.com

Now Access our
software over the internet

Also Consider Joining Our Network
July/August 2011 AGRR
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Tools, Training and Thanks
b y K e r r y Wa n s t r a t h

I

T HAS BEEN ABOUT FOUR YEARS
since I personally installed a windshield, and I recently developed a
newfound respect for our industry and
the innovative people and companies
associated with it.
I had decided that I wanted to install a windshield, primarily to evaluate a few new tools with which I
wanted to familiarize myself. Wow,
was I in for a real treat. Everything I
did took twice as long as it should and
everything was a struggle. I started
with just removing the wipers. (Yeah, I
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know that is easy—well, sure it is if
you have the right tools. Since our
shop doesn’t do many replacements
anymore, we seem to have lost the replacement tools we had when we were
in the business.)
First, I didn’t have the tool to help
pop off the wipers, normally a twominute job (again, with the right
tools). It took me 15 minutes of trying
various tools that really were not intended for that job to finally get the
wipers off. Next, I discovered I had no
tool to remove the cowling clips, and I

>I

ended up with fewer clips than when I
started.

A New Appreciation
We were trying an unfamiliar cutout
tool in this case, so that made it a real
learning experience for me. I quickly realized the real need and benefit of
proper training and tools. After finally
getting the windshield out and the urethane trimmed down properly, I then
tried an off-brand cordless caulking gun
to apply the urethane. It seemed to take
forever, because I was using a very thick
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“ We n e e d t o s u p p o r t t h e e f f o r t s
of organizations and associations
that promote training.”

Kerry Wanstrath is the president of the
National Windshield Repair Association.
In addition, he serves as president of Glass
Technology in Durango, Colo.

◗

What EVERYONE should know about Auto Glass Crash Testing
and Safe-Drive-Away-Time (SDAT).

XXXOPTIPSUDVUTUPTBGFUZDPN

Visit www.noshortcutstosafety.com to learn what Mike & his brother David
discovered when Mike needed to have his damaged windshield replaced.
 tXXXTJLBVTBDPNtXXXOPTIPSUDVUTUPTBGFUZDPN
Bronze Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2011
www.agrrmag.com
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equipment that enable us to remove
and replace auto glass in what has become a very sophisticated business.
We need to support the efforts of organizations and associations that promote training for both repair and
replacement. Even though I wanted to
test some tools for myself, next time I
think I’ll call a professional.
■

on

shields on the market.
I eventually got my hand on the
proper auto glass cut-out tools and
completed the job. Through the experience, I didn’t learn how to install a
windshield or how the tools I used
worked, but rather I gained an appreciation for the entire industry and all
those who have worked over the past
several decades to create education,
training and learning avenues for it. I
also am thankful for the creative
minds that played a role in the design
and manufacture of the tools and

f ocus

urethane and the generic caulking gun
didn’t have enough power to push it out.
The entire experience made me
appreciate all the innovative tools
needed to allow highly trained installers to remove and install windshields in a timely manner. It also
made me appreciate the innovation
and creativity that has gone into the
auto glass industry over the past few
decades. The models of vehicles released every year require some creative minds to figure out how to
remove and install all of the wind-
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0ºne for All

Glass Bot™ Made
for Exposed-Edge Parts

Dow Automotive Aftermarket officials
say the company’s BETASEAL™ 0ºne allapplication adhesive enables technicians to safely use one adhesive for all
auto glass replacements. The adhesive
also is designed to offer onehour safe drive-away in temperatures as low as 0 degrees
Fahrenheit for standard and
high-modulus, non-conductive applications.
BETASEAL 0ºne is easy to
use and does not require
heating, according to the
company. It is
available in
c a r tridges and foil
packs, as well as EZKits.
❙❙➤ www.dowautomotive.com

Need It ASAP?
Sika Corp. recently introduced Sikatack®-ASAP+, a one-component, hotapplied, direct glazing polyurethane
adhesive designed to have a maximum
one-hour safe drive-away time in all
weather conditions. Additionally,
SikaTack®-ASAP+ is all-in-one-modulus and can be used to install windshields on all high-modulus vehicles
and also is non-conductive.
❙❙➤ www.sikausa.com

The Glass Bot™ was designed to ease technicians’ removal of exposed edge glass parts
with no mouldings and to reduce the risk
of paint damage. The powered winding device also does not required mouldings nor
trim to be removed, and offers stress-free
operation with a 6-foot range remote control, according to the company.
The Glass Bot is powered by an 18-volt 2.4 amp-hour Ni-Cad battery.
❙❙➤ www.glassbot.net

SRP® Announces New
Looking
30-Minute Drive Away Time for an Hour?
SRP’s new Icon™ product is a highviscosity adhesive that features a highmodulus, low-conductive formula plus
a 30-minute drive away time down to 0
degrees Fahrenheit.
“The SRP Icon is the
outcome of an intensive
product development
cycle that started with a
customer wish that ended
up as a great product for
everyone,” says Keith Beveridge, senior vice president of Shat R Proof Corp.
The SRP Icon is available in both 310-ml cartridges
and
600-ml
sausage packs.
❙❙➤ www.shatrproof.com

HEADLIGHT RESTORATION
Restoring Clarity
If you’re looking for a new product or service to add in your shop, GlasWeld has
introduced its new Gclear™ headlight restoration system.
The new system features an original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) coating and ultraviolet (UV)
curing process that company officials say restores headlights to their original clarity
quickly and easily. The process requires three
steps—clearing and cleaning the oxidized
coating from the headlight, applying the
OEM UV coating, and curing it with
a UV curing lamp.
❙❙➤ www.glasweld.com/gclear
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DINOL Americas now
offers D-9000, a highmodulus, non-conductive urethane that offers
a safe drive-away time
of one hour. The adhesive is solvent-free,
cold-applied and has a
high viscosity, according
to the company. It also
can be utilized in all
temperatures.
❙❙➤ www.dinol.com

INFORMATION
Put PRP in Your Pocket
Precision
Replacement
Parts (PRP)
has a new
pocket guide
that includes
its line of
m o u l d i n g s,
seals, clips
and rain sensor products.
The
guide
also includes
NAGS numbers for the glass parts
with each product fits, along with
universal moulding applications by
NAGS glass part number.
❙❙➤ www.prp.com
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THE INDUSTRY’S LARGEST SPECIALTY
VEHICLE WINDSHIELD SUPPLIER
TOOLS

CLASS A, B & C MOTORHOMES LUXURY CONVERSION COACHES MOTOR COACHES
TRANSIT & SCHOOL BUSES CAMPER & TOWABLE SIDE & BACK GLASS
FIRE APPARATUS GASKETS & MOLDINGS

Express® Yourself

The Equalizer® Express® XRP was
designed to cut through the toughest
urethane, according to the company. It
is powered by a heavy-duty 18-volt
cordless motor.
❙❙➤ www.equalizerfusion.com

UltraWiz® Offers
Reverse Blend Blade
A.N. Designs developed its new UltraWiz® reverse bend blades so that the
blade now bends the opposite way from
its original tool, and the flat surface of
the blade can glide through the urethane toward the pinchweld. By steering the blade, the technician can keep it
up against the moulding and not dig
into it, according to the company.
The reverse bend blades are available in three sizes: ¾, 1 and 1¼ inches.
❙❙➤ www.ultrawiztools.com

Oregon Indiana Florida Arizona

(800) 714-7171
(541) 684-7868
www.CoachGlass.com

Cobalt Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2011

Extractor Introduces
the 28V Hornet
Extractor has a new windshield removal tool, the 28-volt Hornet. The
Hornet is

powered by a 28-volt
lithium-ion battery and
comes with a 120-volt battery charger, two blades, a plastic tool
box/carry case, a multilingual CDROM instructional video, safety
glasses, and a plastic water bottle.
In addition, the Extractor can be
used for cutting face glazing and back
bedding in both commercial and residential glazing, and for separating insulating glass units.
❙❙➤ www.extractortools.com
■
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industry insiders
people in the news

COMINGS AND GOINGS

OBITUARIES

Russo Leaves IGA

TCG Founding Chairman
Arthur Skidmore Passes Away

Mike Russo has
left his position as executive director of
the Independent Glass
Association (IGA). The
change took effect
May 31.
“I feel it’s time for me
Mike Russo
to go off and pursue
other interests, and those interests are
outside the auto glass industry. I expected this to be a transition period. I
didn’t expect the contract to be renewed,” says Russo. “I’ve been in the industry more than 11 years and in my
experience I think the focus needs to be
placed on consumer harm. I believe the
only way that the industry’s woes will be
corrected is to involve the consumers.
I’ve talked to government officials and
legislators and they are fully aware of
the interference that shops are experiencing, but they are not hearing a word
from the consumers.”
Centric Management and Consulting in Topeka, Kan., has taken over
management of the association.

Guardian Auto Glass
Names New CFO
Guardian Auto Glass LLC has
named Tom Waye as
its chief financial officer. Waye most recently
served
as
co-owner and founder
of Horizon Auto Glass
in Albuquerque, N.M.
Waye began his fi- Tom Waye
nancial career with
KPMG, one of the “Big Four” accounting firms in auditing and tax, in
1980, and has held a variety of financial roles in the medical services industry as well.
“We are pleased to have someone
with Tom’s experience in both finance
and auto glass operations leading our
finance team and providing insight into
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Arthur Skidmore, the founding chairman of TCG International, passed away on
April 16. He was 88 years old.
Skidmore opened Central Auto and Window Glass Ltd. in New Westminster, British
Columbia, in 1946. The company expanded steadily over the years with the help of
his brother, Herbert. In the 1980s, Arthur Skidmore’s sons, Allan and Thomas, expanded the company, entering the retail and distribution of automotive glass market in the United States and Europe and wireless communications in North America.
Today the corporation has more than 2,300 franchisees, licensees and affiliate partners in over 36 countries across South America, Europe, Africa, Australia, New Zealand, the Middle East and Asia, including more than 350
franchisees in North America.
In lieu of flowers, the family has requested that donations be sent to Mission
of Mercy Canada or the Glad Tidings Missionary Society.

Industry Veteran Neil Smith Passes Away
Neil Smith of Portland, Ore., passed away on June 17 at the age of 66.
Though Smith held a variety of positions during his 40-year glass industry career, he most recently served as a managing partner in LRST LLC, which was created in 2010 and formed a joint venture, Guardian Auto Glass LLC, in September
2010 with Guardian Industries.
Smith spent more than 40 years in the glass industry and was one of the cofounders of Elite Auto Glass/GlasPro, which was sold to Belron in 2005.
Over the years, Smith worked as both a flat and automotive glass installer, and,
upon his graduation from Oregon State University (OSU), he rejoined what was
then a family-run business as a glass shop manager, became a wholesale flat and
automotive glass sales representative, then a flat and automotive glass warehouse
manager, contract glazing manager, and finally regional glass manager for the
wholesale/retail glass company in the northwestern United States. That business
was sold to Safelite in 1981.
Smith then joined Oregon Glass, a northwest regional distributor as auto glass
manager. Later he purchased the auto glass portion of Oregon Glass, and formed
Western Windshields in 1983, a West Coast wholesale auto glass distribution business, which was sold to PPG Industries in 1992.
our growth initiatives,” says Jim Latch,
Daughtry, along with
vice president, Guardian Auto Glass.
company vice president
Rebecca Pevey, enrolled
at the school three years
KUDOS
ago in order “to become
more effective glass inGlass by Daughtry
dustry business manPresident Recognized by
International Honor Society agers,” according to a John
Glass by Daughtry president John statement from the Daughtry
Daughtry recently was recognized for company.
“Our goal was to prepare ourselves
his scholastic achievements at Mississippi College by initiation into the In- for future business opportunities, as
ternational Honor Society in Business, the auto glass industry continues to
evolve,” says Daughtry.
Delta Mu Delta.
■
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THE SHOWCASE
directory of suppliers
Adhesives/Sealants
AUTO GLASS ADHESIVE SYSTEMS
SHAT-R-PROOF CORP.
12800 Hwy. 13, Suite 500
Savage, MN 55378
952/946-0450 (phone)
952/946-0435 (fax)
www.shatrproof.com
info@shatrproof.com

Auto Glass
NATIONAL GLASS
BROKERS, LLC
3115 Fry Rd., Suite #302
Katy, TX 77449
281/599-1550 (phone)
281/599-8158 (fax)
www.nationalglassbrokers.com
sales@nationalglassbrokers.com

SAINT-GOBAIN
AUTOVER USA, INC.
3351 Southwest Blvd.
Grove City, OH 43123
614/801-2290 (phone)
614/801-0303 (fax)
www.autover.us
Dorothy.moorhead@saint-gobain.com

RV GLASS
COACH GLASS
98 North Polk
Eugene, OR 97402
800/714-7171 (phone)
888/714-7171 (fax)
rv@coachglass.com

Information Sources
ASSOCIATIONS
NATIONAL WINDSHIELD
REPAIR ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 569
Garrisonville, VA 22463
540/720-7484 (phone)
540/720-3470 (fax)
www.nwrassn.org
PUBLICATIONS
AGRR™ MAGAZINE
Key Communications, Inc.
385 Garrisonville Rd., #116
Stafford, VA 22554
540/720-5584 (phone)
540/720-5687 (fax)
www.agrrmag.com

Tools and Supplies
A.N. DESIGNS INC./
ULTRAWIZ®
111 Putter Lane
Torrington, CT 06790
860/482-2921 (phone)
860/482-8585 (fax)
www.ultrawiztools.com

SEEK AND FIND
classifieds
Employment/Help Wanted

Auto Glass Technicians
ABRA Auto Body & Glass is seeking
experienced mobile auto glass technicians with a minimum of 3 years of
experience to work in our Madison,
WI & Colorado Springs, CO markets.
(Other opportunities may be available
as well in our other markets: MN, TN,
GA, IA, UT!) NGA certified preferred.
Exc. pay, Med/Dental/Disability,
401(k), company vehicle and more!
Drug / bkgd screens req. Visit our
website at www.abraauto.com/careers
for more information and to apply
online or please contact Angela Vance
800/536-2334 x6282. Relocation
assistance may be available for some
locations. EOE.
www.agrrmag.com

EQUALIZER
INDUSTRIES, INC.
2611 Oakmont Drive
Round Rock, TX 78665
512/388-7715 (phone)
512/388-4188 (fax)
www.equalizer.com
sales@equalizer.com

LIQUID RESINS/A.C.T.
4295 N. Holly Rd.
Olney, IL 62450
618/392-3590 (phone)
800/458-2098 (toll free)
618/392-3202 (fax)
www.liquidresins.com

Windshield
Removal Tool

WIPE YOUR GLASS/JAMAK
4800 Bryant Irvin Ct.
Fort Worth, TX 76107
817/737-3703
Ext. 27 or 28 (phone)
817/735-1669 (fax)
www.wipeyourglass.com
sales@wipeyourglass.com

EXTRACTOR/CRYSTAL
GLASS CANADA
9508 - 45 Ave.
Edmonton, AB T6E 5Y9
Canada
877/628-8837 (phone)
780/438-5915 (fax)
www.extractortools.com

Windshield
Repair Products
DELTA KITS INC.
P.O. Box 26509
Eugene, OR 97402
541/345-8554 (phone)
800/548-8332 (toll free)
541/345-1591 (fax)
sales@deltakits.com
GLASWELD SYSTEMS
20578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
541/388-1156 (phone)
541/388-1157 (fax)
www.glasweld.com
GLAZEX
P.O. Box 2180
Orem, UT 84059
800/545-2770 (phone)
800/226-6464 (fax)
www.glazex.com

REPAIR SYSTEMS & SERVICES
GLASS MEDIC
7177 Northgate Way, Ste. C
Westerville, OH 43082
614/891-9222 (phone)
614/891-9227 (fax)
www.glassmedic.com
AEGIS TOOLS
INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 259688
Madison, WI 53725-9688
608/274-9254 (phone)
608/274-9395 (fax)
www.aegistools.com
info@aegistools.com
WINDSHIELD REMOVAL TOOLS
A.N. DESIGNS INC./
ULTRAWIZ®
111 Putter Lane
Torrington, CT 06790
860/482-2921 (phone)
860/482-8585 (fax)
■

AGRR™ is Your Resource for Information
Rates for Suppliers’ Guide
Rates start at $350 per listing
and run for an entire year.
Rates for Classified ads: (A column inch is equal to 30 words)
Per Column Inch: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $119
Per Bold Line: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25
Per Screen/Reverse: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25
Per Border Around Ad: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50
Per Photo/Artwork: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $55
Per Blind Box: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $60
To place your listings, please contact Janeen Mulligan at
540/720-5584, ext. 112, or email jmulligan@glass.com.
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Avocations

life beyond the auto glass business

Just a Tool Guy
Dale Malcolm, Dow Automotive Systems

D

ALE MALCOLM OF DOW AUtomotive Systems’ aftermarket
division is an industry legend.
Aside from his busy schedule as technical services manager for Dow, he also
heads up the Auto Glass Replacement
Safety Standard (AGRSS) Council Inc.’s
education committee. He is the guy to
whom many turn when they have technical questions, especially those dealing with contamination or corrosion in
an installation. So you wouldn’t think
he’d have time to install all new windows in his home, remodel his kitchen
from scratch, build furniture or participate in any of the other endless projects he’s taken on.

“There’s a fine
line between being
a true woodworker
and being
someone who just
collects tools.”
—Dale Malcolm,
Dow Automotive Systems
While Malcolm’s proud wife, Karen,
will describe him as a woodworker extraordinaire, he is modest about his
skills. “One of my favorite quotes is,
‘there’s a fine line between being a true
woodworker and being someone who
just collects tools,’” he jokes.
However, Malcolm certainly keeps
busy with the tools he’s collected. “I’ve
been fixing things, building things,
working with stuff like that for as long
as I can remember,” says Malcolm. “I
grew up in a house full of tools.”
And he’s taught himself most of what
he’s learned to build and do. “My wife always asks me how I learn to do certain
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Malcolm currently
is replacing all
the windows on
his house (left)
and built the
nightstand shown
below.

things, but for me
it’s that I’m too
stupid to know
what I can’t do,
and once I get
halfway into a
project I’m too
stubborn to quit,”
says Malcolm.
Much of Malcolm’s spare time
currently
is
spent on home
remodeling
projects, but his ultimate goal is to
delve fully into making craftsmantype furniture. “I’ve built a couple of
nightstands,” he says, “but I’d love to
build a whole living room set.”
His favorite wood to work with is
white oak, which he says “really fits
with the craftsman style of furniture.”
Though humble, Malcolm is most
proud of the fact that he completely remodeled his kitchen in the winter of
1999-2000. “I gutted it and re-built it
all,” he says. “We ripped out everything
and took it back to the walls.”
And, with his extensive industry
background, it’s no surprise that Malcolm looks at everything with a technical eye—for example, with his
current window replacement project.

>I

“The windows were
originally installed
incorrectly, so I’m
trying to fix what
they did wrong,” he says. “The window openings were too big for the
windows, and we’ve had leakage
around them—once I started replacing them it became pretty evident
what was wrong.”
Other goals include remodeling his
living room. “I want to do a whole section of raised panels around our fireplace and install a coffered ceiling,”
says Malcolm.
But one day he does hope to finish
his endless list. “I look forward to the
day when there are no more household
projects,” jokes Malcolm.
Until then, though, his tool collection will continue to grow. “You’ve got
to have all the tools before you retire,”
he says.
■
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NEED TOOLS?
Think AEGIS® for Great Products, Service & Value
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The Choice of Glass Professionals Worldwide!
View product demonstrations at www.aegistools.com
1-888-247-6000 toll-free in U.S. and Canada
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Silver Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2011

